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n the late 1980s, a new generation of community-based

anti-poverty ventures began. These efforts, which incorporated

lessons learned from 30 years of public-sector and philanthropic

investment in social change, became known as comprehensive com-

munity initiatives (CCIs).

CCIs typically are multi-year enterprises located in poor, urban

communities where physical and economic decline, social isolation,

and political disempowerment are the norm. Their leaders and par-

ticipants have sought to improve neighborhood conditions and the

well-being of individuals and families by applying two principles:

e Comprehensiveness—an attempt to maximize the likelihood of

achieving positive results by simultaneously addressing the social,

economic, and physical conditions of a neighborhood; and 

e Community building—an emphasis on participatory processes

that develop leadership, enhance “social capital” and personal

networks, and strengthen a community’s capacity for improvement.

Introduction
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In 1997, the Aspen Roundtable on Comprehensive Community

Initiatives distilled early lessons and emerging conclusions from the

practices of CCIs during their first years. Drawing on information

gleaned from focus groups with 94 different stakeholders—residents,

program directors, funders, technical assistance providers, and evalu-

ators—Voices from the Field: Learning from the Early Work of

Comprehensive Community Initiatives described the overall function-

ing of CCIs and highlighted the fundamental challenges in their

design and implementation. That volume (hereafter referred to as

Voices from the Field I) was intended to synthesize then-current think-

ing and provoke useful discussion about the goals, approaches, and

dynamics of community change.

Now, five years later, we can begin to weave the ongoing experi-

ence of CCIs into the fabric of knowledge about community change

that comes from a broad array of initiatives, approaches, and activi-

ties—efforts that are all in some way about “community building”

and “comprehensive community improvement.” Together, these 

constitute a loosely defined, informal field of work, with some shared

goals for community change and some common principles that guide

action. The threads represented by CCIs offer lessons that reinforce,

modify, and add to the experiences of other approaches. Collectively,

they can increase our knowledge base about what it takes to substan-

tially improve struggling neighborhoods and the quality of life 

within them. With this volume, we review the current state of these

community-change efforts, synthesize what we know about their

potential and their limitations, extract lessons about effective strate-

gies, and propose a framework to guide future action.

As with Voices from the Field I, we began with practitioners’ per-

spectives, derived from interviews and two interactive meetings of 63

people—drawn, once again, from a cross-section of key stakeholders

in community change but representing a wider range of organiza-

tions, including CCIs, service organizations, community development

corporations (CDCs), Empowerment Zones, philanthropies, and 

government agencies. Their comments and stories suggested the

major themes and lessons for this book, and all of the quotations that

follow (unless otherwise noted) come from those sources.
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Recognizing that the supply of written materials about commu-

nity change has become much richer in the years since Voices from the

Field I was published, the authors of this book also incorporated find-

ings from evaluations, academic research, and program documenta-

tion that clarify, support, or, in some cases, challenge the participants’

comments. (For readers who want to delve more deeply into the issues

and lessons, we present a set of recommended sources for further

reading, listed at the end of the book by topic.)

The conclusions about place-based, anti-poverty work presented

here are drawn both from the field’s last 40 years of evolution and its

current form of comprehensive, community-building approaches to

neighborhood change. Our conclusions summarize the state of the

field and where it should go; they are not intended as a rigid set of

truths about designing and implementing these complex change

efforts. Finally, it is important to note that the authors’ own perspec-

tives have inevitably shaped the way we present our sources’ views.

THE MESSAGE OF THIS BOOK

The concept of “community” continues to be a powerful one around

which to organize social policies and anti-poverty programs.

Community is widely accepted as a launching pad for change for a

variety of reasons—geographic, political, administrative, institution-

al, social, cultural, and even psychological and emotional. But the

means for solving poor neighborhoods’ problems lie only partially

within communities’ boundaries, and expectations for the outcomes

of community-based change must reflect that reality.

Opportunities for significant improvement in disadvantaged

neighborhoods therefore rely on two essential factors. The first is that

communities must maximize their ability to produce whatever kinds

of change are within their control. Effective local anti-poverty work

thus requires enormous community “capacity”—a resource whose

scarcity in impoverished neighborhoods debilitates and undermines

much good work. To advance this agenda, we must improve our def-

inition and understanding of community capacity and develop, test,

evaluate, and reproduce strategies for building such internal strength.

The second essential factor is that communities must be able to

use interactions with structures, resources, and other influences
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beyond their boundaries to the maximum advantage of the community.

This means that community-change efforts must develop more

sophisticated analyses of political, economic, and social dynamics and

find better ways to tap into them, benefit from them, make demands

on them, and improve their operations in distressed communities.

The challenge of committing to “community” while also recog-

nizing its limitations has been a major struggle for CCIs and other

community-change efforts. In the recent experience of CCIs, the chal-

lenge of tackling internal and external problems simultaneously has

been so overwhelming that many confined themselves to what was

possible: they focused almost exclusively on localized needs and did

not address the major structural and institutional barriers that con-

strained their communities’ ability to change. Now, some are 

re-examining and questioning the underlying premises of their work.

As one leader asked, “What is it, exactly, that we think we are trying to

do? Are we trying to alleviate poverty, or are we trying to make it ‘less

devastating’ for those who live in it?”

These dilemmas have yet to be resolved, and they reflect the core

of our message about the current “state of the field.” Identifying the

quandaries helps us to see that the community-change field has not

yet had a faithful or full test of the concepts of comprehensiveness and

community building. That, in turn, may explain why so many recent

efforts have not lived up to their promise of comprehensive neigh-

borhood transformation. Naming the problems is also the first step in

developing a framework for how to proceed from here.

How should we act on this message? Unfortunately, the answer is

not an easy one. The solution is not to abandon our current work but

to do it better, with more sophistication and from a more strategic

vantage point. It involves working more deeply within communities

and more aggressively beyond their bounds. To do so, we need better

theories of what the process of community change should really look

like and better knowledge about how to do the work. Then, we will

need to apply the theories and knowledge to a better infrastructure 

for action and sustained community improvement. We envision an

ecology of change that has four principal levels:

e Change among community residents;
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e Change within and among community-level institutions;

e Change among those who provide technical, financial, practical,

and other supports; and

e Changes in broad policies and structures that have enormous

influence on community residents and institutions.

Finally, we need to be sure to invest in a continuous cycle of tracking

our work, distilling lessons, applying new information, and learning

as we go. This book offers a first step in that direction.

MAKING THE CASE

This book builds its case by examining the experiences of CCIs and

other community revitalization efforts within the context of a broader

ecology of change. Chapter I presents a brief overview of “community”

as an organizing concept and describes how CCIs evolved from 

a long history of comprehensive, community-driven approaches to

social change. It summarizes the common characteristics, accom-

plishments, and limitations of CCIs and outlines the four-tiered 

ecology of community change in which CCIs and similar 

ventures operate.

CCIs explicitly identified the core principles of comprehensiveness

and community building as an organizing framework for community

change. An important lesson from much previous work had been that

it unfolded in a piecemeal fashion: good programs for social services,

economic development, and physical revitalization existed, but they

were implemented in isolation from one another. The comprehensive-

ness theme of CCIs recognized that individual, family, and communi-

ty circumstances were linked, and by linking our responses to those

circumstances we could create a whole response that was more than

the sum of its parts. The theme of community building, which

responded to traditional top-down, externally driven anti-poverty

efforts, recognized that neighborhoods contained their own capacities

and relationships that could—and should—be mobilized. Chapter II

examines those principles in depth and describes what people on the
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front lines of community change have learned about implementing

them. It also suggests a number of reasons why the principles have 

not yet enabled community-change efforts to achieve their most

ambitious goals.

Voices from the Field I described the complexity of the two core

principles as the work of CCIs unfolded. The book identified two ten-

sions embedded in the initiatives: the “process-product” tension and

the “inside-outside” tension. The first highlighted the difficulty of

producing outcomes in a timely way while simultaneously building

capacity and respecting the community-building process. The second

described the difficulty of negotiating roles and power dynamics for

efforts that brought external resources into neighborhoods, especial-

ly when the goal was to empower residents and respect local condi-

tions. In hindsight, identifying those tensions was the first step toward

understanding the lessons contained in this book.

After a decade of experience, the record of CCIs is mixed. Many

initiatives did indeed produce valuable change in their communities:

they increased the quality and quantity of social services, economic

activity, and physical improvements; they developed new capacities

and relationships; and they brought new resources to the neighbor-

hoods. But they were not the agents of community transformation

that many hoped they would be. The neighborhoods in which they

operate are still poor, and they still have critical socio-economic prob-

lems. In part, this is because the initiatives have not fully translated

the principles of comprehensiveness and community building into

action. It is also because the ways in which the core concepts were

interpreted did not pay sufficient attention to the capacity needed with-

in neighborhoods in order to implement a comprehensive communi-

ty-building agenda. Nor was the need recognized for a sophisticated

understanding of how to work with structures outside the community.

What, then, will it take to transform poor neighborhoods and the

lives of their residents? The experiences outlined in Chapters I and II

point to the importance of addressing the entire ecology of change.

Each of the next four chapters examines a different level of that ecol-

ogy: building capacity for change in individuals who live in commu-

nities, strengthening the capacities and connectedness of organiza-

tions and institutions within communities, using providers from 
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outside the community to support change, and improving the policies

and social structures that can influence neighborhood residents 

and institutions.

Chapter III focuses on individuals and the skills, knowledge, and

opportunities they need to improve circumstances for themselves and

their neighborhoods. It pays special attention to the benefits and chal-

lenges of three essential activities: developing local leadership, creat-

ing connections among community residents, and mobilizing people

for action. Chapter IV takes a similar look at the capacities and con-

nections that neighborhood institutions need to take on comprehen-

sive community-building agendas. In particular, it explores issues and

insights related to leadership, staffing, collaboration, governance, and

racial and cultural issues.

Chapter V examines the issues faced by the people and organiza-

tions outside of communities who support local change efforts. It

pursues four subjects that have great impact on the success of com-

prehensive community-building endeavors: funding levels, purposes,

and relationships; access to technical assistance; evaluation and strate-

gic data use; and opportunities for knowledge development.

Chapter VI examines implicit assumptions about how communi-

ties operate within the broader structures of society that influenced

many recent community initiatives. Most notable is the emphasis on

“local” work at the expense of attending to structural factors that

exert enormous influence on poor communities. This problem has

played out in the ways in which community-building efforts have (or

have not) addressed the policies and practices of the public and pri-

vate sectors. The message of Chapter VI is that the framework for con-

fronting these dynamics has been weak or missing in many recent

change efforts, and that framework must be reinvigorated so that the

issues fall squarely on the agendas of community-change efforts. It

calls for a careful consideration of what community efforts can do on

their own and how they can build alliances with change agents who

are better-positioned to affect the larger structural, institutional, and

political issues.

The Conclusion suggests that, after 10 years of implementation,

CCIs have generated valuable insights about how to improve poor

communities—lessons that apply to all efforts to transform neigh-
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borhoods, not just CCIs—but, in the end, the approach still has much

room for improvement. The enduring aspects of CCIs seem to be not

the initiatives themselves but the capacity for change that they build,

the connections they forge among people and organizations, the

broad, strategic principles that they promote, and the opportunities

for knowledge development that they provide. A better framework for

community change would put those elements front and center.
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he idea of community evokes powerful images and

emotions. It suggests a sense of identity, belonging, shared

circumstance, and common cause. Local, geographically

defined communities have long provided a lever for social change.

They not only form the bedrock of broader efforts to organize action,

they also are a focus of change in themselves, especially when it comes

to improving the lives of people in poverty.

This chapter describes how and why community-based

approaches to change have become a significant part of the social 

policy landscape. It describes how the newest iteration of community-

change approaches, comprehensive community initiatives (CCIs),

evolved, and it summarizes their attributes and the accomplishments

and limitations of the approach.

We explore two underlying themes here. The first is that CCIs are

an important but still imperfect piece of the overall social change

process. Their virtues and their flaws bear closer scrutiny in the search

for effective ways to improve the well-being of the most disadvan-

taged members of society. Second, there is a broad ecology in which 

community change operates, and CCIs are only one of the elements.

;
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WHY COMMUNITY?

For generations, the concept of community has shaped social policy

and practice in the United States. For comprehensive community 

initiatives, the term “community” has several intertwined meanings. It

is a place, usually a neighborhood or group of neighborhoods. The

notion of “place” is important because communities provide infra-

structure, facilities, goods, and services for their residents—or they

don’t, because the community is depleted. Either way, the community

shapes its members’ experiences and well-being. Community bound-

aries and circumstances also define political representation and

administrative functioning.

Community means more than a defined geographic area and 

its institutions, however. Communities are an important source of

cultural, social, and civic identity for many Americans. The collective

values represented by “community” influence how residents interact

with and influence one another in both positive and negative ways.

They provide opportunities for individuals and their families to

develop a sense of belonging and connection.

Communities are an important entry point for social change 

for three reasons: poverty and related social problems tend to be con-

centrated in certain neighborhoods; communities have effects on

individual and family well-being, and those influences are amenable

to change; and neighborhoods are basic units of social, economic, and

political organization.

Poverty and related social problems tend to be concentrated in
certain neighborhoods.

In the words of one practitioner,

Poverty has become concentrated because of a lot of large forces;

that process has brought about concentration of the poor, those

who are less skilled and less connected to the labor force, which

has led to isolation and has had behavioral implications.

Therefore we need to address all of these issues.

Economic distress is strongly correlated with racial segregation,

political disempowerment, and social problems. By and large, poor

people are more bound to “place” than are their middle-class coun-

terparts and they are isolated from sources of power and change.
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Communities have effects on individual and family well-being,
and those influences are amenable to change.

Although social bonds are less concentrated locally than at other

times in our country’s history, neighborhoods—poor and non-poor—

continue to provide a foundation for social life. Relationships among

neighborhood residents can provide important social, emotional, and

psychological support. Local organizations and institutions can act as

advocates for community needs or as conduits to other resources.

Individuals (residents, shopkeepers, workers, service providers, property

owners) respond to community circumstances, influence neighbor-

hood dynamics, and form relationships that can facilitate or constrain

access to information, assistance, opportunities, community empow-

erment, and collective action.

Communities also are the building blocks of civic and political

life. The small scale of neighborhood life can foster face-to-face 

interaction and provide opportunities for residents to participate in

decision making—elements of the civic process that are vital to

American democracy.

This dimension of community occupies an important place in

current community-building ventures. Although neighborhoods have

changed over time, the vision of community as a place of belonging

and solidarity remains powerful. At the same time, the view of

community as the locus of intimate social ties is being appropriately

challenged. Many people caution against idealizing the concept:

We still have this romance about neighborhoods, villages, know-

ing and loving neighborhoods. It assumes that the concept of

neighborhood does not evolve, that neighborhoods must be as

they used to be. . . . Working toward kumbayah is unrealistic. We

can fall far short of that and still be very successful.

Neighborhoods are basic units of social, economic, and political
organization. 

Small areas are manageable targets for change, administratively and

financially. Resources for physical, social, and economic change can be

concentrated in communities and, in theory, so can their effects.

Thus, communities have long been and continue to be both a target

of change and a launching pad for grassroots change.

Communities and Community Change 11



THE EMERGENCE OF COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY

INITIATIVES (CCIs)

The most recent phase of community-oriented change began toward

the second half of the 20th century. It has many roots: the emphasis

on racial justice and equity that came out of the civil rights move-

ment; concern about the persistence of urban poverty; the emergence

of the philanthropic sector; acceptance of the role of government as

an agent of social change; a growing base of social science research on

the nature of social problems; and the strength of neighborhood

organizations. These influences converged to create an approach to

change based on institutional reform, integration of programmatic

strategies, and the joint participation of local leaders and low-income

residents in planning and delivering services and development activities.

Leadership came from the philanthropic sector, especially the

Ford Foundation’s Gray Areas program, and the federal government,

through its War on Poverty and Community Action Program. Over

the years, they were joined by social service agencies, local coalitions,

public/private partnerships, community organizing groups, progres-

sive churches, and specially created local organizations such as 

community development corporations (CDCs).

Those actors established the central importance of citizen partic-

ipation in neighborhood redevelopment. They created local planning,

development, and service systems that continue today. They sparked

the creation of an infrastructure for technical assistance, research and

evaluation, and financing to support local work. And they advanced a

generation of leaders who became influential figures in local govern-

ment, private foundations, community organizing and development,

and the nonprofit sector. Although they did not always live up to their

mandate for broad community change, the anti-poverty initiatives of

the last half of the 20th century did contribute to the elements that

guide today’s community-building and community-change efforts.

In the late 1980s, comprehensive community initiatives (CCIs)

were created to bring together, borrow from, build on, and revisit the

experiences and lessons of previous approaches to community

change. They emerged in an era of new federalism, which emphasized

individualism and self-help and signaled a general shrinking of the

federal government’s role. Most initiatives have been spearheaded by
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national, regional, or local foundations, although several public-sector

initiatives have become an important part of the mix, notably the fed-

eral Empowerment Zone/Enterprise Community (EZ/EC) and HOPE

VI initiatives. By the turn of the century, most major cities had a CCI

in at least one neighborhood.

Like many of their predecessors, CCIs are based on two powerful

concepts: they address community needs comprehensively, and they

emphasize community building by strengthening individual, organiza-

tional, and community capacity. Although they vary from place to

place, they generally have the following characteristics:

e They are initiatives rather than projects or programs. This

means that CCIs have a prescribed beginning and end. Their

funding lasts longer than a traditional grant (usually 5–10 years).

e A funder’s goals usually serve as the catalyst. While this is not

always the case, usually CCIs are instigated and sponsored by a

funder or group of funders, and the sponsor often is very engaged

throughout the initiative’s duration.

e They have an explicitly comprehensive approach. CCIs operate

on the premise that problems in poor communities have many

interrelated causes and therefore their solutions must involve an

integrated array of sectors and resources. They aim to foster 

synergistic interactions that produce greater or faster changes

than narrower programs.

e They promote deliberate, community-based planning, grounded

in the history of the community and the interests of community

residents. Although CCIs have external sponsors, their plans 

usually are developed through an intentional local process that

considers community needs, interests, assets, and resources. The

aim is to produce a community-driven strategic plan that guides

all major actions.
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e They rely on governance structures or collaborative partnerships

within the community. The entities that govern CCIs emphasize

local oversight and accountability to the community. In some

instances, CCIs are housed in existing neighborhood organiza-

tions. In other cases, CCIs create new entities to manage activities.

Because they have multiple goals, CCIs often work to develop 

collaboration among a range of institutional players in the neigh-

borhood.

e They draw on an array of external organizations for technical

assistance, research, and other supports. The sponsors put local

stakeholders in touch with outside experts who then provide

“wrap-around” supports, often with independent funding from

the sponsor.

e They seek partnerships between the community and external

sources of political and economic power. CCIs try to stimulate col-

laboration between community and external stakeholder, across

the public, private, and nonprofit sectors. They use this process to

search for politically viable, broadly acceptable solutions and to

attract new funds to the neighborhood. The CCI funder some-

times plays a role in leveraging other resources, in addition to

providing financial assistance.

e They have a learning component. Most CCIs have an explicit

learning function, and independent evaluations are usually fund-

ed by the sponsor.

CCIs approach community change as a complex process with

many interacting elements. They are based on the theory that a 

critical set of experiences, capacities, ideas, and resources—both within

and outside the neighborhood—can be melded into a package that

triggers and sustains neighborhood transformation. In this case, the

silver bullet is not a solitary thing or event but rather the highly strate-

gic combination of people, programs, organizations, capacities,

connections, technologies, politics, and funding streams. Initiative

planners hope that this strategic realignment of elements, when com-
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bined with new and flexible CCI funding, will produce the changes

that previously eluded community change agents. Moreover, they

expect that the fresh resources CCIs bring to neighborhoods will

attract continuing public and private investment, which will help sus-

tain change over time.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND LIMITATIONS OF CCIs

The comprehensive community initiatives of the 1990s began with

ambitious goals. Using time-limited funds, they expected to generate

long-term improvements in highly distressed communities. They

aimed to accomplish this by applying lessons from an array of suc-

cessful economic, social, and physical revitalization programs and by

experimenting with new ideas about fighting poverty.

What is their record so far? Reviews of CCI evaluations suggest

that CCIs can claim three basic accomplishments in neighborhoods:

increases in programs that strengthen infrastructure and services,

increases in neighborhood capacity, and increases in resources flow-

ing into the neighborhood.

Increases in programs that strengthen infrastructure and services

CCIs have produced tangible results by investing in a variety of pro-

grams. CCI-supported efforts to improve physical infrastructure have

built or rehabilitated housing and contributed to the revitalization of

commercial areas, parks, and other public spaces—popular improve-

ments because they can inspire other kinds of investments. CCI

investments in employment assistance and economic development

programs have helped community residents gain job skills and enter

the workforce, and they have spawned new commercial enterprises.

Programs to enhance the well-being of children and families have

produced new neighborhood services that fill critical gaps, including

health and mental health care, child care, and after-school care. The

asset-oriented approach taken by CCIs has meant that many of these

programs emphasize family support, crisis prevention, and develop-

mental services. CCIs also have enhanced, expanded, or recast existing

community services to reflect an emphasis on building community

rather than just fixing problems.

A variety of CCI-sponsored programs that address the quality of

life help to foster community identity and pride. These include formal
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and informal activities, such as local newspapers, community celebra-

tions, recreational activities, graffiti paint-outs, and block watches.

Increases in the capacity of individuals and organizations

The focus on community building has led CCIs to promote resident

leadership, primarily by involving community members in initia-

tive planning and governance. Although the total number of active

residents in any given neighborhood may be small, evaluations con-

sistently suggest that residents who participate directly in CCIs gain

new skills and experience in collective planning and decision making,

participation on boards, speaking in public, and representing com-

munity interests.

The success of CCIs’ attempts to build “social capital”—to

reweave the social fabric of the neighborhood—is difficult to measure;

evidence of such change is largely anecdotal. People working on the

frontlines of CCIs report that residents have been mobilized to par-

ticipate in community programs and civic activities in new ways, new

relationships have formed among community members, and sources

of support are enhanced.

CCI participants have invested considerable time and effort in

strengthening key neighborhood organizations. Financial and techni-

cal assistance have helped community institutions develop capacities

for community assessment, information management, community

outreach, service integration, fundraising, and policy analysis. CCIs

also have forged partnerships among organizations by bringing new

local institutions to the table. Participants report that the number of

opportunities for collaboration among organizations has grown.

Increases in resources

CCIs have brought new financial resources to their neighborhoods.

Many have tapped new streams of state and local dollars in youth

development, mental health services, child welfare and other domains.

Many also have attracted private-sector investment for local business

or housing development.

In sum, CCIs have augmented and expanded many good programs

and practices. They also have developed new ways of doing business

that lay the groundwork for ongoing change. New philanthropic and

public initiatives, for example, now emphasize the importance of
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community context, resident participation and self-determination,

integrated and holistic thinking, partnerships across stakeholder

groups, and a developmental or asset focus. This is true not only for

broad community revitalization efforts but also for targeted efforts,

such as those designed to improve social services, increase employ-

ment, or reduce crime.

Despite their successes, however, CCIs have not been able to

transform poor neighborhoods. Many practitioners of community

change say that the challenge of pulling diverse stakeholders together

in new ways, around a resident-driven agenda and nontraditional

practices, was too great. CCIs aimed to encompass every element of

significant neighborhood change—the people, the organizations, the

programs, the supports, and the outside resources—but they did not

have the capacity or resources to put all of the elements in place or

ensure that they worked effectively.

Further, many observers point out that CCIs were implemented

as though neighborhoods had the power to achieve significant change

in spite of the rest of the world. As one analyst noted:

The danger . . . is the implicit assumption that communities

which have been systematically exploited and neglected for gen-

erations, and isolated from lucrative job markets, public trans-

portation networks, adequate education, and service systems,

can nevertheless begin to revive themselves essentially by their

own effort. Structural and institutional barriers that continue to

block minority advancement can be overcome or made irrele-

vant, it is assumed, by denser collaborative networks.

CCIs have ended up with a focus on treating manifestations of

poverty that were caused by factors outside their purview, including

deeply embedded racism, changes in the political and funding 

climates, population mobility, and public policies and investments

that isolate poor people in the inner cities. (Those structural issues

pervade the themes presented in this book, and they are discussed

more in Chapters V and VI.) Even when CCI participants have want-

ed to address issues of power, racism, and economic inequality, they

have lacked the funding or capacity to do so.
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Practitioners and observers now suggest that CCIs promised too

much and, consequently, are being judged by unrealistic standards.

CCIs’ ambitious goals have bumped up against the limitations of

community-building practices, suggesting a need to understand and

mobilize many more levels of change. That will require new analytical

skills, capacities, and alliances, however—both within communities

and with outside resources (see Chapters IV, V, and VI). Practitioners

do not advocate abandoning a commitment to place, but they do call

for a better understanding, at the local level, of what triggers change

and how people can apply those levers individually and collectively.

THE ECOLOGY OF COMMUNITY CHANGE

The successes and disappointments of CCIs—especially when consid-

ered alongside the experiences of other community-change efforts

over the years—lead us to re-examine what can be done to improve

distressed communities, and how to do it best. The remainder of this

book explores those topics. But first, it is worth thinking about who

needs to be part of the community change process.

Experience suggests that a variety of individuals, organizations,

and relationships contribute directly to community change, serve as

assets or partners, and round out our understanding of what might be

called the “ecology” of community change.1 We recognize four levels

of action, with participants playing different roles at each level.

The first level involves residents, both individuals and families.

Although CCIs are community-level interventions and seek commu-

nity-level outcomes, the principle of community building recognizes

that residents are a neighborhood’s most important resource. As such,

CCIs seek to develop the skills residents need to lead the change

process. CCIs also recognize that the connections among individuals

are powerful assets for neighborhood change, both as sources of sup-

port and as instruments for collective action. Thus CCIs aim to

strengthen those relationships.

The second level involves ground-level actors—community

groups and organizations that carry out the day-to-day work of com-
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munity revitalization. These participants are directly engaged in com-

munity-building activities; they connect stakeholders, build assets,

employ residents, provide services, and mobilize action. Some con-

centrate on a particular function, such as advocacy, service delivery, or

community organizing; some focus on a population, such as the

young or elderly; and some target specific community assets, such as

housing or jobs.

Most ground-level participants play several roles, overlapping

with the work of other organizations and shifting their focus in

response to community needs and opportunities. A community

health provider, for example, may organize residents to advocate for

better city sanitation services; a church may create a development

group to provide low-income housing; a CDC may move beyond

housing to provide social services or beyond services to coordinate

resources on behalf of the community. Outside agents such as foun-

dations and local governments often look to these organizations to

lead planning efforts or act as intermediaries.

Much of the work of CCIs focuses on turning ground-level 

stakeholders into an infrastructure for civic capacity and broader

neighborhood change—a structure that helps community members

make plans and forge connections with city government, developers,

and other allies outside the neighborhood. In the words of one CDC

director,

We need to develop structure first—neighborhood associations,

an assembly model—and use this power structure to communi-

cate, identify issues, and mobilize resident strength.

The third level involves organizations that provide support: funders,

technical assistance providers, research and training institutions, and

intermediaries. These entities may work within the community or

beyond it. They may be catalysts for activity or contribute directly to

change. They may convene or support ground-level organizations

with money, information, connections, and influence. They may

extend the work of ground-level organizations, develop them in new

directions, or disseminate lessons and models of good practice. Many

of these actors play numerous roles and, depending on circumstances,
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may work apart from, parallel to, or in connection with others in the

neighborhood.

The fourth level involves entities that focus on public- and private-

sector policy issues, advocacy, and political change. They may be

grounded in community-level organizing, but they operate less 

as part of a support system for community building than as an

autonomous force for change at broader levels of action. Although

this fourth level can include both ground-level actors and support

providers, the efforts of each participant may not be well coordinated.

Community building at the neighborhood level rarely has links to

broader social movements and policy advocacy at the state and

national levels; the links that do exist tend to form around episodic

policy initiatives. As a result, opportunities for community change

sometimes fall through the cracks.

;

The array of people and organizations that participate in

community change is extensive, and each actor’s effectiveness

depends on the capacity to plan and implement good strategies and

the ability to forge alliances or other connections that promote

change. Much of the discussion in the rest of this book focuses on

ways to strengthen those capacities and connections. But there is

another dimension that shapes capacities and connections: the core

principles of comprehensiveness and community building, which many

practitioners, residents, technical experts, researchers, and funders

view as the fundamental basis of their work. Chapter II examines

those principles and the assumptions behind them. It describes how

the principles have been interpreted and put into practice, and it

begins to reflect on how they have changed or held up over time.
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or more than a decade, CCIs have assumed that the

principles of comprehensive or holistic programming and

community building can produce significant improvements in

poor neighborhoods. Many people working to improve communi-

ties—including the residents, practitioners, funders, researchers, and

technical experts interviewed for this report—continue to believe that

these two principles signal important departures from traditional

models for change that are more categorical, deficit-oriented, and 

disempowering.

But the core principles have not provided a clear enough road-

map for action, and the overall theory for how to use them to change

poor neighborhoods has not been well articulated. What kinds of out-

comes can and cannot be expected by working according to these

principles? What do they look like in operation? 

This chapter re-examines the principles of comprehensiveness

and community building in light of CCIs’ accomplishments. It iden-

tifies the aspects that are commonly accepted, those that require more

prominence and investment, and those that should be redefined or

de-emphasized. It summarizes how the meaning and use of the core

II.

The Core Principles 
of Comprehensiveness 

and Community Building
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concepts have changed, and it presents general insights for current

and future community-change efforts.

;

PRINCIPLE ONE: COMPREHENSIVENESS

At the core of comprehensiveness is the idea that families and commu-

nities are complex systems, with many layers of relationships and

interactions, and that they face multi-faceted, interconnected problems.

Therefore, it takes an integrated effort operating on many fronts—

economic, social, political, physical, and cultural—to fundamentally

transform the conditions that shape the lives of children and families.

Although the term “comprehensiveness” has developed confusing

and sometimes negative connotations, the view that a holistic and

integrative approach should guide planning and action is widely held.

An important aim of a comprehensive approach is synergy—the

assumption that if a community-change venture simultaneously

operates a variety of programs addressing a range of issues, the com-

bined results will produce larger impacts than the programs would

have produced independently. The idea that elements of an initiative

can be mutually reinforcing is a key premise of CCIs.

MODELS FOR COMPREHENSIVENESS 

To understand different approaches to comprehensiveness, it helps to

view CCIs in the context of the broader field of community change.

Three basic approaches for planning and embarking on comprehen-

sive change have emerged over the years: (1) mounting an initiative

that is comprehensive from the outset, (2) using a “strategic driver” to

focus the activities, and (3) starting with one type of program activi-

ty and adding others as the initiative or the organization matures.

Initiatives have sometimes combined these models to address differ-

ent needs at various stages of development.

Being comprehensive from the outset

Many of the classic CCIs established by foundations in the late 1980s

and 1990s had a mandate from the outset to address the physical, eco-

nomic, and social dimensions of neighborhood life comprehensively.

These initiatives usually developed programs in at least three or four

major areas such as education, employment, economic development,
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health, housing and physical infrastructure, and crime and safety.

Some have attempted to address an even wider span of neighborhood

conditions. Because these CCIs have relied on a large number of

organizations to support and implement their neighborhood plans,

they have typically used a collaborative structure for planning and

management.

Organizing around a “strategic driver” 

Instead of mounting an array of programs simultaneously, some CCIs

have identified a single issue (or a few overarching issues) to be used

as a driver or catalyst for determining target outcomes, program

approaches, and activities. This tactic has enabled initiatives to be

comprehensive in their analysis of issues and solutions while also

focusing on well-defined goals in specific domains. Examples of

strategic drivers include employment, housing, health, school readi-

ness, crime reduction, and substance abuse.

Taking an organic, incremental approach

A third approach is to begin with a single focus or activity and incre-

mentally expand into other program areas, moving gradually toward

a comprehensive scope of work. CCIs that follow this strategy expand

as they mature and develop experience and credibility. In most cases,

the organization takes responsibility for implementing projects rather

than simply managing, monitoring, or coordinating the work of other

neighborhood groups.

There are several examples of mature organizations, including

CDCs and service agencies, that now oversee a comprehensive array

of programs and activities in specific neighborhoods. Their directors

emphasize, however, that they did not start with the intention of

being comprehensive but became more multi-faceted as needs arose.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT COMPREHENSIVENESS

Leaders in the field of community change continue to underscore the

importance of viewing communities as complex systems requiring

comprehensive solutions. But the challenges associated with making

comprehensiveness a reality have led practitioners, funders, evalua-

tors, and other stakeholders to experiment with various ways of

putting the concept into practice. That experience suggests the fol-

lowing observations.
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Being comprehensive means viewing problems and solutions
through a comprehensive lens and approaching the work
strategically. It does not mean doing everything at once.

Many seasoned observers and funders of CCIs have moved away from

the “comprehensive-at-the-outset” model described above. They now

think that such initiatives dissipate energy and resources by trying to

do too much or become paralyzed by the task. One evaluator warned,

“Comprehensiveness is a recipe for confusion.” Added a funder,

“CCIs will drown under their own weight if they try to do everything

simultaneously.”

This lesson suggests that comprehensive change efforts should cut

through the range of available options and select those that are most

appropriate and viable. The challenge here is to avoid getting so

involved in the conduct of one or more programs that participants get

distracted from the broader agenda. It is possible to do many diverse

things and still maintain a sense of coherence about overall goals, but

such efforts require solid plans, the resources to execute them, and

constant reassessment of the link between daily activities and long-

term goals.

Comprehensiveness should evolve along with the capacity to
implement change.

Some CCI practitioners believe that

building incrementally from a modest

but firm foundation, as experience

and capacity increase, produces

stronger and longer-lasting results.

Trying to do too many things at once

can strain program operations,

spread resources too thinly, and push

initiatives to act before their participants have sufficient skills, knowl-

edge, or credibility. As one technical assistance provider noted,

The most successful examples got to be comprehensive by accre-

tion—by being strategic over time, entrepreneurial. If they try

to be comprehensive from the beginning, organizations are likely

to get stuck.
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Practitioners recommend beginning with projects that show tan-

gible, short-term results but still keep the broader vision in mind.

That approach gives the people responsible for implementing the plan

a chance to see what works and what doesn’t. Short-term results also

motivate potential allies to come on board.

The downside of this approach is that the developmental process

may be slow or remain narrowly focused. The aim of concentrating

resources and expertise in the context of community change initia-

tives is, after all, to improve neighborhood-wide conditions for 

individuals and families as quickly as possible.

Does accepting an “organic” process mean it is not possible to

stimulate faster change? Several funders and intermediaries are

responding to this question by testing how well the strategic driver

model can help initiatives focus their energies, prioritize actions,

develop plans, and integrate diverse projects while also remaining

flexible and comprehensive. They suggest that the strategic driver

should be (1) consistent with the community’s interests and (2) capa-

ble of inspiring support and investment. “Start where people have the

most need or interest,” one funder advised. “The work has to be done

strategically, like the starting brick in building a house,” another fun-

der observed. “There has to be something that can have success and

garner resources.”

Aiming for comprehensiveness means deliberately making 
connections across all aspects of the work and looking for
opportunities to create synergy.

The comprehensive lens encourages people to form links among all

components of an initiative. This can happen horizontally across pro-

grams or vertically across levels of participants. In the former case,

there is a long tradition of making connections within sectors of

work, such as integrated social services. But a growing number of

program experiments also links across sectors—between housing 

construction and youth development, for example, or between envi-

ronmental clean-up and workforce development.

Vertical linkages are much more of a challenge. They are especial-

ly hard to create between grassroots entities and municipal, regional,

or national change agents. A prominent theme of this book is that

CCIs, for the most part, have been unable to develop powerful strate-
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gies for making vertical linkages or for forging partnerships with

change agents beyond the community. Some observers suggest that it

should not be the responsibility of community-level actors to pro-

mote broad institutional or policy changes—that it simply is not their

strength. Others argue that if community-change ventures don’t pay

attention to these issues they will be “destined to just play in the sand-

box,” as one expert put it.

Links among programs, while important, do not necessarily con-

stitute a comprehensive change agenda. Experience shows it is easier

to figure out the mechanics of linking program elements than to

maintain a sense of how various pieces can integrate, interact, and

produce a whole that is more than the sum of its parts. Synergy has

been an elusive goal for CCIs

PRINCIPLE TWO: COMMUNITY BUILDING

Community building—the process of strengthening the ability of

neighborhood residents, organizations, and institutions to foster and

sustain neighborhood change, both individually and collectively—is

vital to the work of CCIs and many other community-change efforts.

The belief that community residents can be agents of change, rather

than just beneficiaries or clients, is probably the quality that most 

distinguishes community building from traditional programs and 

activities.

Practitioners believe that community building is a democratic

process and that the people who are most affected by what happens in

a community have the right to be included in discussions and deci-

sions about what and how things should be done. This dimension of

the work often is what truly motivates leaders, staff, and residents as

they carry out their daily activities. It underscores the values of equity,

self-determination, social justice, and respect for diversity that they

believe are fundamental to healthy communities.

The community-building principle also recognizes that strong

communities are built on the strengths of their residents and the rela-

tionships among them. The isolation of poor neighborhoods can

undermine residents’ emotional, psychological, and social supports

and sap the energy and the will they need to produce changes.

Community building tries to weave or repair the social fabric of a
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neighborhood by expanding and strengthening informal ties among

residents. It also aims to link community members with supportive

individuals, organizations, and resources outside the neighborhood.

Community building, as the name suggests, is an ongoing

process. In the words of one funder, “Is there such a thing as a ‘built’

community? I don’t think so. There’s always room for improvement.”

The goal is to put in place the will, resources, and capacity needed to

sustain local improvement beyond the life of an initiative.

MODELS FOR COMMUNITY BUILDING

Although successful CDCs and other community-based organiza-

tions began putting the philosophy into practice well before it went by

the name “community building,” CCIs played a pivotal role in placing

the principle front and center, backing it with financial and technical

resources, finding ways to implement it, and attempting to measure it.

Community building’s position within recent community-change

initiatives spans the spectrum from being a means to an end to being

the end itself.

Community building as a means to an end

Some CCIs undertake community building as a means for reaching or

enhancing programmatic goals (e.g., increasing employment, building

better housing, improving health outcomes). From the perspective of

these practitioners, community building is one of many instruments

for change—something that occurs in the service of the initiative.

According to one CCI director,

Community building must be done around real projects

designed to revitalize the neighborhood in response to the needs

and issues articulated by the community. It’s not just a matter of

holding meetings. It must be outcomes oriented. . . . it must be

intertwined with programs. It’s not an approach by itself: it

feeds on and is fed by outcome-oriented projects.

Advocates of this view are sometimes impatient with the process-

oriented, “touchy-feely” community builders who, they believe, are

lax about linking the work to outcomes. As a representative from 

one neighborhood-based employment effort explained, “If we find

out that the neighborhood residents didn’t get jobs, we will not have
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succeeded. If we find out that they increased their self-esteem but 

didn’t get jobs, we just won’t accept that.”

Community building as an end in itself

Other practitioners believe that community building is an end in

itself, a goal to pursue. Their initiatives use community building to

drive all strategic decisions, and they assume that community-building

outcomes—resident leadership, social capital, and neighborhood

empowerment—are both valuable in their own right and essential for

producing other types of change. People who subscribe to this view

would argue that a community improvement effort that builds 

housing or increases employment but does not engage or empower

residents is not successful.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT COMMUNITY BUILDING

The practitioners and stakeholders interviewed for this book identi-

fied the following themes of community building.

Community building is an overarching conceptual framework,
not a program or technique.

Community building is variously described as a principle, framework,

approach, or set of values that can and should underlie all community

change work. Community building is not so much what is done to

improve neighborhoods but rather how the work is done. It empha-

sizes community input and self-determination, attention to justice

and equity, development of skills and knowledge, and connections

among people and organizations.

Evidence that a community-building approach exists, therefore,

comes from the qualitative aspects of activities. For example, a staff

member who views his or her work through a community-building

lens becomes more attentive to cultural differences among program

participants and more appreciative of clients’ strengths and assets. At

the organizational level, governance structures encourage residents 

to serve as staff or board members. At the community level, the 

initiative’s structure emphasizes broad-based local planning and col-

laboration among groups.
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Community building is not an abstract concept; it contains 
concrete elements.

Based largely on the experiences of the last decade, practitioners and

other change agents have defined community building as encompass-

ing the following core activities:

e Building the knowledge and abilities of individuals, through

leadership training, services and supports, skills development,

and employment 

e Creating relationships among residents through which they

share emotional, psychological, and material support and can

mobilize for collective action 

e Strengthening community institutions—from formal public

institutions and private enterprises to informal networks, associ-

ations, and religious, civic, or cultural groups—so they can

respond to local concerns and promote general well-being 

e Creating links between institutions so they can work collectively

to improve the community 

Recent community-change efforts have made these activities 

concrete in two ways. First, they have increased the quantity and 

quality of supports by funding new and better services, programs,

and organizational development, often by appropriating good prac-

tices from other fields. Second, they have built individual and institu-

tional abilities, created interpersonal relationships, and strengthened

ties across stakeholder groups. For CCIs, these outcomes are the result

of carrying out the initiative’s core elements: developing a vision,

articulating goals, creating a work plan, performing the work, and

assessing achievements.

Resident engagement promotes trust and legitimacy. 

From the outset, CCIs face a fundamental dilemma: The change

process is meant to be of, by, and for the community, but initiatives

typically are launched by people and institutions outside the commu-

nity. The challenge for externally triggered initiatives is to create a
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process that is viewed as legitimate, trustworthy, and responsive to

community concerns.

Bringing residents and community

groups into an initiative and prepar-

ing them to lead the change process

helps to make a CCI’s efforts legiti-

mate, both within and outside the

neighborhood. As one resident noted,

“Residents sell programs to other resi-

dents because of the trust factor. . . .

Lack of engagement creates a bunch of

underutilized programs.”

Resident involvement also gives

CCIs access to information about the

community’s needs, strengths, and

internal dynamics—what one observer called “real, lived experience.”

That information, which otherwise might not be available to out-

siders, is invaluable for strategic planning and program development.

Resident engagement is crucial, but not all the time or in every
aspect of the work.

Most stakeholders agree it is vitally important to have residents par-

ticipate in program planning, design, governance, and oversight. In

fact, resident membership on governing boards has been a hallmark

of CCIs since their inception, and it is typically mandated in the ini-

tiative’s design.

After more than a decade of experience, however, some practi-

tioners conclude that not all aspects of community building require

continuous investment by residents all of the time, especially the

more operational and technical dimensions of the work. In the words

of one funder,

It’s a technical process of taking people from the broad vision to

the strategies for getting there, to the point of getting concrete

about what the outcomes need to be. Who can do it? You need a

savvy staff with very good consultants to do it. You can’t train

the staff and the community at the same time. You need the staff

to do the technical plan, and they can do it without undermin-
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ing the capacity-building process. Why make them [residents]

muddle through when we have the tools to move it faster? We

can do it in a respectful way.

It takes continuous effort and a deliberate focus to involve resi-

dents. It also takes a considerable investment of time and funding and

a commitment to holding other stakeholders responsible for support-

ing residents in meaningful roles. Experience from many initiatives

suggests that resident engagement often cycles up and down, with

periods of high involvement followed by a lull in which activities are

more staff-driven.

Community-building approaches have strengthened 
neighborhood leadership, connections among residents, 
and organizations’ capacities and connections, but the 
link between those assets and improved community-level 
outcomes is not well documented.

Evaluations of CCIs and related initiatives demonstrate that new

leaders have emerged, new relationships have formed among individ-

uals, participating organizations have become stronger, and various

kinds of community collaboration have occurred. Evaluations of

CCIs do not yet demonstrate that these changes lead to broader 

community well-being across a range of indicators. Nonetheless,

practitioners hold deep convictions that these community-building

activities matter, and they support their view with case studies and

anecdotal evidence. There is a limited body of research that suggests

that there are correlations between desired community-building 

outcomes, such as social capital, and improved neighborhood condi-

tions. However, most evaluations have not directly measured the effects

of community building or its impact on social and economic progress

in neighborhoods.

REVISITING COMPREHENSIVENESS AND 

COMMUNITY BUILDING

If comprehensiveness and community building are valid guiding

principles, why haven’t we accomplished more? In the words of one

practitioner, “the spirit was willing but the body was weak.” Because

CCIs’ agendas were so large, communities had to define them in 
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manageable ways, and the broad principles inevitably became nar-

rower in their execution.

In some cases, for instance, the comprehensiveness mandate came

to mean developing a neighborhood plan with many programmatic

elements. The challenges associated with integrating those programs

on an ongoing basis, fostering synergistic results, and linking with fac-

tors beyond the neighborhood were so great that those dimensions of

comprehensiveness receded into the distance. In other cases, the 

initiatives became preoccupied (or perhaps content) with engaging

residents in the visioning process and developing the skills of those

who became directly involved in the work. The broader community-

building agenda was simply too much to address.

Part of the problem is that the core principles only acquire mean-

ing when they are expressed in actions. Lacking a blueprint for how 

to change a neighborhood through a comprehensive community-

building approach, CCI practitioners have had to develop strategies as

they go. They know a great deal more now than they did a decade ago

about how the principles play out in practice, and they are more expe-

rienced in staying true to them over time. Practitioners also know

much more about the processes and supports that are required to put

community-change efforts into place and make them work, including

development of a community vision and plan for action, good 

governance and management, staffing, technical assistance, evalua-

tion, and funding.

While practitioners, funders, residents, and other local stakehold-

ers generally believe that the concepts of comprehensiveness and

community building should continue to guide their efforts, they also

realize that the next stage of theory and practice must resolve two cru-

cial dimensions of community change: how to develop communities’

capacity to do the work, and how to address the external structures

that affect communities, including resources, systems, and barriers.

Both of those dimensions of community change were part of the

original conception of CCIs, but most people assumed they would

occur naturally in the course of community building around a com-

prehensive agenda. What, after all, is “community building” if not a

way to think deliberately about strengthening the resources and 

abilities within a community? What is a “comprehensive” agenda if
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not a strategy for improving all of the factors that shape residents’

experiences? In practice, however, CCIs fell short on both counts.

;

In many ways, the answers to these questions lie in the 

capacities, connections, and actions of participants in each level of the

ecology of change: individuals, neighborhood organizations and

institutions, support providers, and entities engaged in policy issues,

advocacy, and broad institutional reform. Chapters III through VI

explore each of those dimensions respectively.

The Core Principles of
Comprehensiveness and Community Building
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mbitious goals for community change must be backed

up by sufficient capacities and resources to make the goals

achievable. The authors of a recent book define community

capacity as:

the interaction of human capital, organizational resources, and

social capital existing within a given community that can be

leveraged to solve collective problems and improve or maintain

the well-being of that community. It may operate through infor-

mal social processes and/or organized efforts by individuals,

organizations and social networks . . . (Chaskin, Brown,

Venkatesh & Vidal, 2001).

The key features of communities with capacity, according to those

authors, are a sense of community among residents, a commitment 

by residents to organize and act to improve the community, an ability

to act to solve problems, and access to resources within and beyond

the community.

The experiences of CCIs and other community-change efforts

demonstrate a need for greater investment in developing the capacities

III.
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of individuals, organizations, and support systems—the first three

levels of participants in the ecology of change outlined in Chapter I—

to promote broad community change. This chapter and the two that

follow examine how that challenge plays out at each level. We do not

examine every possible resource for change; rather, we focus on 

the kinds of strategies that are needed to pursue a comprehensive,

community-building agenda. (Thus, for example, we do not discuss

ideas for improving service programs for individuals but we do

address issues surrounding how individuals might become leaders of

community change.)

Because residents are the core of a community’s assets, they rep-

resent the first level in the ecology of community change. As both

agents and beneficiaries of community change, they can play a central

role in shaping, implementing, and sustaining the change agenda. In

many low-income communities, however, residents lack opportuni-

ties and support for those roles. Efforts by recent community-change

ventures to increase residents’ capacity involve developing them as

leaders, creating social connections, and organizing people to participate

in change. This chapter focuses on the promise and the challenge

embedded in each of those activities. The overall message is that there

is a vital need to invest much more deliberately, strategically, and gen-

erously in building individual residents’ capacities in order for mean-

ingful change to occur.

;

DEVELOPING LEADERS 

Leadership development has always been a fundamental part of com-

munity building because it has such potential to improve individuals’

circumstances and enhance their collective ability to undertake and

sustain positive change. While it has always been a priority, leadership

development has gained increasing prominence within the change

process. One funder, reflecting on her years of grantmaking in the

health field, recently commented:

A missed opportunity overall was our inadequate recognition of

the need to invest in local leadership—not just physician leader-

ship, but also in nursing, in public health, in lay leadership in
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distressed areas. We probably could have made more progress if

we had given greater emphasis to building capacity on the com-

munity level (Hearn, 2001).

Our definition and discussion of leadership development draws

heavily from a recent publication on community capacity (Chaskin,

Brown, Venkatesh & Vidal, 2001), which describes the following char-

acteristics:

[Leadership development] attempts to engage the participation

and commitment of current and potential leaders, provide them

with opportunities for building skills, connect them to new

information and resources, enlarge their perspectives on their

community and how it might change, and help them create new

relationships.

There is no blueprint for developing local leaders. Methods range

from formal training programs, which convey information or devel-

op particular skills, to on-the-job training in which participants

become members of boards or planning teams, serve in apprentice-

ships or co-staffing positions, and receive coaching or other training

that prepares them to assume new roles. These approaches can be

used to cultivate individual leaders or cadres of individuals who can

participate in any stage of the community-change process: developing

the overall vision, creating the plan for change, performing activities

to implement the plan, tracking progress, and spreading the news

about results.

Variation among communities produces different leadership

needs and resources in different places, but the following observations

are relevant to all community-change efforts.

It is essential to examine the community’s existing leadership
structures—both informal and formal—carefully. Their dynamics
and subtleties are hard for outsiders to grasp easily. 

Without deep knowledge of the local context, it can be difficult to

identify and work with local leaders. Often, however, community-

building initiatives select residents to participate on governance

boards or in leadership training programs without knowing whether

they are actually connected to appropriate constituencies or whether

other neighborhood stakeholders will view them as legitimate.
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Moreover, the relative strengths and weaknesses of old and new

leaders present both assets and challenges. Existing leaders can bring

credibility, experience, and extensive relationship networks to the

table, but they also may suspect the motives and abilities of new lead-

ers and jealously guard their “turf.” New leaders contribute fresh ideas

and energy and can increase the total number of leaders involved, but

their skills may take time and resources to develop. Community-

change efforts that do not recognize these dynamics risk creating con-

flict, failing to maximize the strengths of local leaders, and losing 

residents’ willingness to make genuine investments in the initiative.

Participation in an initiative by local leaders does not always
guarantee that neighborhood views receive respect.

Many of the technical skills required to improve housing, economic

opportunities, and other program areas do not exist in communities

depleted by long-term disinvestment. But when outside experts come

in to help, residents sometimes feel that their own leadership skills

have been discounted. As one resident said:

Leadership happens by being connected to the residents. You get

a bond with the resident, you are out in the community, you talk

with the people and you take questions, and they see your com-

mitment and then they put you there [in a position of leader-

ship]. They look up to you. But when you get to the table with

these outside folks, you are nobody.

The result, as one resident said, is that leaders are not operating

on “an even playing field . . . professionals know how to work a meet-

ing and talk in acronyms.” Overwhelmed by professional service

providers or community development practitioners, residents can fall

silent and allow others to make the decisions.

Successful community building assumes that the outside expert’s

role is to share knowledge so that good decisions are made, but not to

make the decisions. “What poor people experience every day in the

world is people who won’t respect their intelligence and who won’t

follow their lead,” noted one observer. “The tragic cycle can be broken

only if one recognizes the intelligence and capacity to lead of unedu-

cated and sometimes damaged people.”
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Simply giving residents leadership roles, without training 
or follow-up, does not necessarily produce effective or 
powerful leaders.

According to several initiative directors, residents need extra support

to help them stay at the table effectively: “They need the pre-meeting

meeting that helps them develop their strategies, and then they need the

post-meeting meetings to help them debrief and compare perspectives.”

One way to develop local leaders is to give residents jobs as staff

or board members. Often, however, the residents placed in those posi-

tions serve only as outreach workers or in roles for which they are not

initially qualified. They may not receive the training or opportunities

they need to develop competent leadership skills or to move up with-

in the organization.

Formal training for local leaders—on how to run meetings or

monitor agency spending, for example—is difficult to do well, how-

ever. Classes are an efficient way to share information and skills, but

they can seem abstract, leaving residents feeling lost, and they often

fail to provide adequate follow-up. Leadership development appears

to be more successful when it comes as part of the process of address-

ing goals. As one technical assistance provider explained, “Rather than

doing board training about board-staff relations, we did it around the

hiring of an executive director, which was the task of the moment. Or

we gave them financial training when we needed to build a budget.”

The idea of “becoming leaders through the work” resonates with

many residents; it is an approach that builds confidence and generates

positive relationships among people who share a common goal.

However, it is challenging to implement because it requires profes-

sional staff to consider everything on two levels: how to get the task

done and how to exploit the task’s teaching potential.

Some organizations have made serious commitments to develop-

ing resident leaders on the job, even if it means slowing down the pace

of production, with an eye toward ultimately decreasing reliance on

people from outside the community. One organization, for example,

raised funds so that residents on staff could get the education they

needed to take over leadership responsibilities from the non-resident

professional staff; now, 60 of 75 staff are lifetime neighborhood 

residents.
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Leadership development is an ongoing, intentional process.

The local leadership base rarely stays stable over time. Individuals

burn out, move into positions of higher authority, or leave the com-

munity, creating a constant pressure to replenish the leadership base.

It takes continuous investment and commitment to make sure that

new leaders develop and find roles to fill, even if existing leaders fail

to step aside.

CREATING SOCIAL CONNECTIONS

Relationships are crucial to the change process, both among neigh-

borhood residents and between residents and individuals outside the

community. The work of strengthening these relationships is central

to the notion of community building; participants often describe it as

“reweaving the social fabric,” “building social capital,” “expanding

social networks,” or “making connections.”

Resident mobility, family disruption, changing neighborhood

demographics, and concerns about crime and safety have weakened

traditional social networks and communal supports in urban neigh-

borhoods. Economic and political isolation exacerbates the social 

isolation. And people who are isolated have fewer chances to learn

from others about resources and opportunities and how to access

them. They are less likely to see a way to exert control over the larger

forces affecting their lives, either alone or with others who share sim-

ilar circumstances. Conversely, relationships among neighbors can

reduce isolation, help people cope with hardship and stress, and fos-

ter a sense of well-being. People who have social relationships “change

the way they see themselves and others. They can overcome a sense of

isolation and powerlessness,” according to the board member of one

initiative.

Community-building strategies aim to develop and strengthen

the relationships that give residents social support, including com-

panionship, emotional sustenance, and information or practical help

such as child care and transportation. Techniques for strengthening

these connections include: community outreach; creation of tenants’

groups and block clubs; door-to-door organizing; resident involve-

ment in group activities, services, planning processes, and decision-

making bodies; and mobilization of large groups of people for direct
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action. Little systematic information exists about the effect of these

activities on aggregate indicators of community well-being, but 

considerable anecdotal and experiential evidence points to the impor-

tance of social connections in the following ways.

Many local practitioners and residents believe that the 
process of creating social connections is an end in itself, 
especially in neighborhoods where residents are isolated 
and lack social support.

Relationships that provide mutual support go a long way toward 

alleviating the stress that residents of poor communities experience

every day, and some practitioners say these social connections are as

important as other outcomes for people whose lives have been devas-

tated by the severe conditions of distressed communities. In the words

of one community worker,

People who have lost their sons—no amount of money would

heal them. . . . These women don’t need the solution that is given

by experts. Many things can’t be solved by a 501(c)(3) or a 

program. But at least I could figure out a way to bring them

together so they could support each other.

For people living in intense emotional pain, simply having a

friend to talk to can make a huge difference in the quality of life and

their motivation to improve it. Yet initiatives often lose sight of the

healing process in the rush to achieve tangible outcomes.

Social connections can establish a basis for civic activity by 
fostering a sense of community identity, spirit, and pride that
crosses boundaries of age, race, and economic class. 

People who aim to build community assume that civic participation

will grow if individuals care about their neighbors and believe that

their fellow-residents are disposed to care about them. Many commu-

nity-change ventures sponsor social events such as block parties,

neighborhood clean-ups, cultural evenings, or holiday celebrations 

to enhance residents’ sense of belonging to and investment in the

community.

Divisions among stakeholders, sometimes defined by racial and

socioeconomic differences, make it hard for some to see how their

own well-being could be linked with that of their neighbors.
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Consequently, they may see little value in forging relationships. But as

one representative of an intermediary organization said, “You have to

have relationships for the sake of relationships because they keep peo-

ple at the table.”

For that reason, some leaders of community-change initiatives try

to unify diverse constituencies through intensive group planning and

visioning processes, such as group retreats, action teams, and ongoing

dialogues. Although the relationships don’t ensure success, they do

provide vital building blocks. For example, researchers have found

that urban neighborhoods with high levels of “collective efficacy”—

mutual trust among neighbors, combined with willingness to inter-

vene on behalf of the common good—have less violence than neigh-

borhoods with low levels of this resource (Sampson, Raudenbush &

Earls, 1997). Many community-change efforts have incorporated this

lesson by using block clubs and neighborhood crime watches to build

connections among residents.

Social connections can link distressed neighborhoods to
resources and opportunities outside the community. 

Many community-change efforts promote personal ties in order 

to help residents connect with job networks, for example, or share

solutions for child care and transportation needs. Links between com-

munity members and city-wide advocacy groups can similarly help

the neighborhood get its fair share of resources.

MOBILIZING PEOPLE TO PARTICIPATE IN 

COMMUNITY CHANGE

CCIs and other community-building endeavors emphasize outreach,

resident engagement, and community mobilization. The underlying

philosophy is that partnership, collective problem solving, and

alliances with sources of power help to produce change. Some people

criticize recent community-building efforts for their consensual

approach to organizing, suggesting that it draws on a naïve analysis of

power dynamics. We will revisit this issue in Chapter VI, when we dis-

cuss connections between communities and external sources of

power. In the meantime, the experiences of recent efforts to mobilize

communities offer the following observations at the resident level.
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The goal of community mobilization should not be to engage
all residents or to involve everyone in the same way. Those
who want to participate will have different levels of interest
and ability to commit. 

Some residents want to be involved in their communities and will

contribute deeply to community-building activities. Others don’t

have the time or interest, while still others may doubt their right to

participate or their ability to do so. Some residents will not want to go

to meetings on a regular basis but can be counted on in a crisis or for

specific activities. Others will not want anything to happen without

them, making them reliable but sometimes overbearing collaborators.

Some want to be involved but have a single overriding interest, which

may need to be managed. Some, described by a CDC director as “deep

stakeholders,” can be relied on throughout the course of the work.

Further, over time a resident may play many roles depending on

opportunity, interest, and need.

It is important to appreciate these differences and respond to them

by finding more than one way for people to get involved in commu-

nity building. One CCI developed its management and administrative

structures on parallel tracks, for example, and found that “the impa-

tient folks went to the action committee and the patient people to the

governance committee.”

Recent immigrants can be particularly hard to reach, especially

the large population of undocumented residents. Successful strategies

include reaching out through cultural groups, social clubs, and reli-

gious organizations. Much of the work with immigrants begins with

rights-related work, letting immigrants know about what protections

they have and what services they can tap into.

Community mobilization takes deliberate, sustained effort and
has natural ebbs and flows. 

Experienced community organizers know that participant involve-

ment has crests and troughs. In the words of one organizer, the chal-

lenge is to figure out how to “take the bottom out of the cycle.” One

reason is that residents of poor communities tend to be very mobile.

Some therefore have little commitment to their community; those

who do become engaged are lost as local resources when they move

on to a new neighborhood (although that community may benefit).
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Still, notes one longtime CDC director, “When things settle down you

have the old faithful.”

Some vehicles for mobilization attract more and deeper partici-

pation than others. In general, neighborhood events, newsletters, and

town meetings are not sufficient to get a broad base of residents

involved on a continuing basis. CCIs have learned from experience

that real community organizing takes door-to-door work: talking to

individual residents, conducting household surveys, meeting in living

rooms. Some leaders believe that the most successful resident engage-

ment initiatives are the ones that only do community organizing—but

even they require ongoing, intensive effort over the long term. “You

can’t just do it in the beginning and forget about it,” a CDC director

warned.

Some suggest that resident mobilization for community building

follows an informal sequence. One funder described an example

about school reform as follows:

People get involved because they’re interested in their child.

That’s the hook. . . . they need support to understand how the

school system works and connect them with other parents con-

cerned with the same thing, to help them understand and listen

to the other issues connected with their concern. They need basic

knowledge on how things work, how the political system works

and how to get involved with it in their community. Then they

begin to see, hey, if I can make a difference for my child, then we

can collectively make a difference on all kinds of issues in the

community. They begin to understand levels of influence.

Despite the knowledge that resident organizing is a key to com-

munity change, there are few reliable sources of funding for that activ-

ity. Many initiative leaders say their funders would rather support 

specific program areas.

;



Residents can be powerful actors in the community-change

process, but day-to-day implementation of a comprehensive commu-

nity-building agenda also requires community groups and institu-

tions that can turn residents’ goals into reality. Those frontline 

organizations form our second level of participants in the ecology of

community change, and their capacity for comprehensive community

building is the focus of the next chapter.
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eighborhood organizations and institutions form the

second level of participants in the ecology of community

change. The experiences of recent CCIs and other commu-

nity-change efforts suggest that these entities need considerable

capacity building, both in their internal functions and in their ability

to connect to other neighborhood stakeholders. As one participant

put it, “We too often have ideas chasing capacity rather than the other

way around.”

The local organizations that participate in community change

have very broad responsibilities, because they serve and represent res-

idents in many ways. They are conduits through which residents can

gain access to support systems, new resources, and opportunities to

develop skills.

Local organizations that can promote a truly comprehensive

community-change agenda are rare, however, especially in poor

neighborhoods. As the leader of an intermediary organization put it:

How much capacity is really out there in the community? All

organizations are undercapitalized, and even the strongest

organizations in my community are without the capacity to do
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these new huge agendas. We need to look carefully at the health

and structure of the organizations that are going to be doing this

work in the community.

Investments to date have not solved the problem. The amount of

money available falls short of the vast need for improvement among

neighborhood institutions. Most funders would rather support pro-

gramming than the development of unglamorous infrastructure. Many

grants carry restrictions that limit the administrative fee organizations

can charge on contracts and programs, which leaves the recipients

barely able to manage their work—let alone build infrastructure.

Yet if community organizations are to be healthy, stable, and

effective, they need good leadership, staffing, and coordination. And if

they hope to achieve ambitious community-wide goals, they also need

strong collaborative relationships and the ability to identify and

address the racial and cultural dimensions of community change. The

observations that follow explain how the people directly involved 

in community organizations view these essential ingredients for 

community change.

;

LEADERSHIP AROUND A COMMUNITY-WIDE AGENDA 

Our first concern is with the leadership role played by the organiza-

tion in the community (not, at this point, leadership within the

neighborhood organization). Institutions that serve communities are

driven both by their mission and their constituents. Being true to the

goals of their mission gives organizations accountability; seeking

input from an active and engaged constituency, and responding

appropriately, gives them legitimacy. Much of a neighborhood orga-

nization’s ability to lead a community-wide agenda, therefore, comes

from its ability to represent the community’s voice and its connec-

tions with key stakeholders within the community.

A community orientation does not necessarily come naturally
for neighborhood organizations. It sometimes implies a new
way of doing business.

Community-building goals require organizations to consider every

action through the lens of how it helps to develop leadership, social
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capital and networks, and collaboration. For example, participants

need to ask:

Does the organizational development effort somehow nurture,

enhance, or multiply individual skills and talents? Does it pro-

vide a forum for bringing people together to identify and act

upon common goals? Does it contribute to an organizational

infrastructure in the community that is collaborative, inclusive,

and responsive to a range of key local needs (Chaskin, Brown,

Venkatesh & Vidal, 2001)?

Strong community-oriented organizations learn to move beyond

their own mission and fill a broader role. They not only lead the

development of a vision for community change, they also build

neighborhood residents’ commitment to the vision, through out-

reach, targeted communication, and community organizing. Some go

further and explicitly define their mission as “community empower-

ment,” meaning that they try to build residents’ skills, leadership, and

relationships and work toward more equitable power relationships.

Such organizations engage residents in decision making at all levels,

at all times. “It’s collective decision making, not just another layer of

representative government,” explained the director of one community-

building organization.

Good leadership involves very intentional efforts to coordinate
activities and connect projects. That coordination won’t happen
without an organizational culture that insists on such connec-
tions and a management infrastructure that devotes time and
resources to developing them. 

Coordination must occur at the conceptual level as well as on the

ground. Managers need a framework for thinking about change that

helps them see the big picture and shows how all the pieces contribute

to an overarching strategy. They then need to communicate that

vision to the departments or individuals responsible for implement-

ing specific projects. According to some staff directors, it is especially

important to designate an individual or part of the organization to

“think about maintaining an overall vision and think strategically

about connections.”

Many organizations find it hard to maintain a consistent focus on

connecting with constituents, however, even those with deep roots 
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in the community. The barriers are a combination of funders’

constraints, biases within the field or industry, and the absence of

necessary skills among leaders and staff. In the case of CDCs, for

instance, funding trends encouraged a narrow focus on producing

low-income housing; consequently, the organizations were staffed

primarily by people with technical expertise in crafting housing deals.

This left CDCs less responsive to constituents’ other needs, which in

turn weakened their capacity to work on comprehensive community

change. The challenge for leaders of these organizations is to recon-

nect with their communities and earn constituent credibility, buy-in,

and participation. In the words of one longtime CDC director,

It’s part of our mission, but we were losing touch with the com-

munity. We have been relatively successful over the years: we’ve

built 750 units of housing in nine communities and we have 500

units in the pipeline. But we were still getting beat up. We were

losing touch with community. We went through one-year of re-

thinking and decided to dedicate ourselves to community build-

ing, to working with the community on their agenda and not

necessarily our agenda. We decided to use our talents and

resources to create a bigger leadership base.

Similarly, many social service agencies have limited institutional

capacity when it comes to connecting with their communities. Critics

blame their focus on individuals’ deficits rather than on community-

wide assets and empowerment. As a senior leader in the human serv-

ices notes, “Social work organizations say the communities need more

treatment services, whereas community builders are trying to get to a

point where they’ll have less need for the services.” Leaders and staff

of community organizations also find that service agencies seem to

have a hard time relinquishing control to constituents or holding

themselves as accountable to their clients as they are to their sources

of money.

Changing an organization’s orientation requires significant lead-

ership and dedication. In the words of one director of a community

organization, “How do you go back and recreate yourself if you’ve

been in existence for 20–25 years?” It can mean a completely new way

of operating.
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Being responsive means adopting a different view of institu-
tional accountability. 

The good intentions expressed in an organization’s mission will not,

by themselves, ensure responsiveness to the community. In the words

of an experienced evaluator, “[responsiveness] requires a ‘genetic pre-

disposition’ but is triggered by the presence of environmental factors.”

Those factors might come from the outside, in the form of incentives

from funders or catastrophic events that become catalysts for action,

or they might come from within.

If organizations pursue whatever money is available, they can

wind up developing projects that aren’t aligned with their core mis-

sion. Because project funding usually

carries restrictions on how the money

can be used, it may be hard to instill

community-building priorities into

these programs or connect them with

other activities. Instead, according to

people on the frontlines of this work,

organizations need to evaluate every

opportunity against their core mis-

sion. They should be clear enough

about what they are doing, and why,

that they are willing to forgo money

offered for projects that don’t advance

community-building goals.

Although some of the work of CCIs and other community-build-

ing endeavors has focused specifically on helping community organi-

zations make this transition, few have fully adopted a different way of

doing things or a different way of relating to stakeholders.

STAFFING OF NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS

Staff directors, residents, technical assistance providers, and other

intermediaries interviewed for this book all said that developing

skilled, knowledgeable staff (including those who lead neighborhood

groups) is crucial to overcoming the “fragility” of community-based

organizations. Hiring, training, and retaining good staff are therefore

constant issues for community-development and community-build-
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ing initiatives. “In the end, it’s all about staffing,” said the director of

an intermediary:

The success or failure of your work depends on who’s doing it.

And I’ve come to the conclusion that what you need are staff

who know how to do deals. . . .You need staff who know who’s got

to be at the table and can get them there, staff who know where

the money is and how to leverage it. That’s what separates the

men from the boys in this field. . . and the women from the girls!

Good staff have an array of skills, knowledge, and personal
qualities that are hard to find. Sometimes, those attributes are
strongest in neighborhood residents.

The first challenge is to find staff, and enough of them, with the right

skills for the work at hand. Directors of organizations or initiatives

must be adept at translating vision into action; moving projects 

forward; connecting discrete projects under an overarching goal;

monitoring progress; and maintaining good relations with funders,

stakeholders, residents, and collaborators. Frontline staff must possess

the technical skills, community knowledge, and passion needed for

community building work—a broad order that is hard to fill.

It is notable that many practitioners and residents say they value

staff ’s “passion,” “heart,” “caring,” and “concern” over technical

expertise or professional degrees. For that reason, many believe

strongly that community members are the best candidates to become

agents of neighborhood change. They advocate creating paid oppor-

tunities for residents to contribute their experience, knowledge, and

social connections to the work of community organizations. Some

executive directors of community organizations agree that residents

make exceptional staff members, and they use mentoring, job shad-

owing, and job partnering to train residents for that role. Explained

one director, “We find it easier to get technical training for a person

who knows and understands our community and our organization

than to take a professionally trained person and turn them into a

community builder.”

Other practitioners are skeptical about the value of having

untrained residents fill positions that require technical knowledge.

They suggest that the most appropriate place for residents who lack
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specific expertise is on the governing board, where they can address

issues of overall vision and direction.

Chronically low salaries are a common barrier to finding and
retaining high-quality staff. 

Community-based organizations often face pressure from private

funders, government backers, and even their constituents to limit

salaries so that more of their budget can support programs. Many

provide only minimal benefits such as health care, flexible hours, and

vacations. The low pay makes it hard to recruit qualified staff and,

according to some practitioners, demeans the profession and practice

of community building. Uncompetitive salaries for institutional staff

also seed resentment about the higher salaries paid to technical assis-

tance providers, staff of intermediary organizations, evaluators, and

funders.

Some organizations have found creative ways to augment profes-

sional staff with low-paid or volunteer labor, such as VISTA volun-

teers, recent college graduates, interns, retirees, and neighborhood

residents. These techniques diminish staffing problems but do not

resolve them.

Low salaries contribute to another issue that undermines neigh-

borhood organization’s capacity: staff retention. Burnout is a constant

threat; community workers put in long hours, and much of their

work occurs after normal business hours and on weekends. Turnover

also is high because there are few internal career ladders or opportu-

nities for promotion and advancement. It is not uncommon for staff

members who want to advance to move on to another organization.

Staff must be trained not only in administrative duties but also
to recognize community assets and capacities and to incorpo-
rate them into the work of community building.

Staff skills need constant development and upgrading, especially in

the areas of administration, finance, human resource management,

board interactions, and strategic planning. Practitioners advocate

training programs that teach both technical information and the skills

involved in community building and organizing. A growing number

of community colleges, other undergraduate programs, and graduate

schools offer training in community building or community develop-

ment. Most of these attempt to synthesize curricula from the social
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sciences, management sciences, and schools of professional practice.

Some training programs develop in partnership with community

groups; others bring residents into the classroom to serve as instructors.

Because people bring their personal biases about poor neighbor-

hoods to the work of community building, staff training should help

workers understand and appreciate local assets. For example, a senior

staff member of a settlement house noted that her organization puts

staff through exercises that examine their attitudes:

We explore what settlement house participants are capable of

and what needs to be in the staff ’s domain. We draw on the idea

that the staff are part of the community and that some are also

former participants in programs. . . . Our position is that every-

one has something to give. It’s a whole different way of starting

to operate from a traditional social service agency.

COLLABORATION

Collaboration enables organizations to pursue agendas beyond the

reach of any one institution. It also connects them with a broad group

of stakeholders who have similar goals and constituents in the com-

munity.

Collaborations can take several forms. They can be informal or

formal agreements, narrowly focused on a specific goal or dedicated

to broad issues, voluntary or mandated, ongoing or episodic. They

may involve formal case management or arrangements that “broker”

services from various agencies. All of these relationships translate into

efforts to help participants in one program get support from other

programs operated by the initiative or by a collaborating agency.

Project directors report some success in getting organizations or

departments that had no history of collaboration to plan projects

jointly and agree on some common target outcomes and approaches.

There is no evidence yet, however, that those efforts will result in bet-

ter outcomes for individual residents or entire neighborhoods.

Some early CCIs were accused of having a “romantic” notion of

collaboration. Their leaders appreciated how collaboration could

address a range of issues, and they valued its consensual orientation,

but they were naïve about the complexities of local power dynamics
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and they underestimated the costs of a collaborative approach. That

experience suggests the following themes.

Collaboration can be costly in terms of political capital and the
scarce resources of time and energy. Community organizations
should therefore reserve collaboration for times when it is
clearly the best strategy to pursue.

A collaborative arrangement inevitably changes the power dynamics

within a neighborhood. Residents can gain a stronger voice, and pub-

lic institutions can find new ways of sharing work, authority, and

responsibility. But each collaborator also gives up some degree of con-

trol over decisions which, in turn, can exacerbate existing tensions or

create new jealousies among local groups. Competition for scarce

resources, turf issues, fears about being taken over by other organiza-

tions, and differences in priorities all make it difficult to rearrange the

distribution of power.

To overcome these barriers, people have to believe that collabora-

tion is in their self-interest, and they have to trust their fellow collab-

orators. But in neighborhoods where initiatives come and go,

disrupting local relationships and power structures, people often 

are protective of their own organizations and distrustful of others.

There may be intense competition for resources and roles, and

dynamics of race, culture, and economic class may complicate efforts

to collaborate.

In such an environment, people need help staying at the table

long enough to change the power dynamic. There are no clear lessons

about the best ways to support this process, but the characteristics of

some successful collaborations offer a few hints:

e Collaborators feel like equals despite differences in their

resources and assets.

e Collaborators clearly articulate their own interests in the part-

nership and negotiate roles and responsibilities with each other at

the outset.
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e Collaborators work toward a common view and a fair division

of labor, which maximizes each partner’s strengths and minimizes

the differences.

e Collaborators share ownership of the effort and have a long-

term, mutual investment in its outcomes.

e Commitment to the partnership endures despite turnover with-

in organizations or local government.

e The accountability process is clearly defined, including expecta-

tions for each organization.

e A structure exists for shared decision making and governance

that gives community members some authority.

e The collaboration is not established to circumvent or compete

with existing governance entities.

Because collaboration is such a complex and costly undertaking,

it is not the answer to every problem. It may be possible to move for-

ward on certain agenda items without a fully democratic institutional

collaboration. Moreover, the cost-benefit tradeoff is likely to be dif-

ferent for different types of institutions. Weak, financially strapped

organizations, for example, may have a great deal to gain from collab-

oration with stronger partners, but the relative cost to them in terms

of staff time, political capital, and internal capacity also is likely to be

greater.

EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE

Neighborhood-based governance can be defined as “mechanisms and

processes to guide planning, decision making, and implementation, as

well as to identify and organize accountability and responsibility for

action undertaken” (Chaskin & Garg, 1997). Effective governance is

thus a cornerstone of the capacity needed to produce community

change. But what does “effective governance” look like for community-

change efforts?
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No one form of governance works best in all circumstances.

Sometimes a governance structure emerges naturally from the work,

as leaders assume roles and responsibilities and form a group that sets

rules for how to operate. The group’s effectiveness depends on its

legitimacy in the eyes of the community, its accountability to the

community, and its ability to make decisions and get things done.

Often, governance arrangements are more complex, especially when

the work involves collaboration among several institutions or when

the work is supported by an external funder.

People on the frontlines of community change make the follow-

ing observations about effective governance.

Questions about who is responsible for decision making should
be addressed at the beginning of a community-building effort. 

There are many practical reasons to avoid governance decisions at the

outset of a community-change initiative. People tend to avoid con-

troversial issues when they are trying to build commitment around a

shared agenda. The funder or lead agency may want to maintain sole

control, or partners may believe that governance will emerge over

time. The result is that institutions sometimes begin work without

clear rules for decision making or accountability.

Practitioners have found that the lack of a widely accepted 

governing body (or at least a process for developing one) allows 

mistrust and resentment to fester in the community, and it diverts

energy from the work of the change effort. This doesn’t mean that a

well-functioning governance entity must precede the work, just that

people must agree on who has initial authority for each major area

and how those roles may be renegotiated as the work matures.

Funders often are not well-positioned to dictate the form
and/or membership of a governance body. 

Without a deep understanding of neighborhood politics and history,

or working relationships with community members, a funder is

unlikely to appreciate the consequences of anointing specific leaders

and giving them particular responsibilities. An uninformed appoint-

ment can polarize a community, or it might feed an ongoing power

struggle.
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It takes significant time and support to create a new gover-
nance body for community change, and the form governance
takes may change as the work evolves.

Community-change efforts aim to be inclusive and collaborative,

involving people and organizations both within and outside the 

community. All of these entities must have a voice in decisions and

policies. However, few initiatives invest sufficiently in turning the dis-

parate group of collaborators into an effective decision-making body.

In fact, it is hard to identify cases in which diverse governance bodies

have worked well over time. Sometimes one group—often the outside

“movers and shakers”—disengages and simply stops coming to meet-

ings; sometimes everyone stays engaged but residents do not sit at the

table as equals.

Moreover, some processes are time-limited. The trick is to identi-

fy needs as they occur and select the best governance vehicle to meet

that need. That doesn’t always happen, however. For example, one ini-

tiative established resident teams to define its vision and priorities

during the planning process, but when implementation began, the

teams dispersed, and the initiative had no other way to include resi-

dents in decision making. By the time the community eventually

became an Empowerment Zone (EZ), most residents were disengaged

and cynical. Those who did gain some control in the EZ structure did

not want to share it. Recalled one participant, “It was like trying to

take a lollipop from a child who has been waiting for it for weeks.”

One solution is to vest governance authority in more than one

entity—to promote a “fluid and evolutionary” process, as a funder

suggested. For example, different individuals or organizations may

have more jurisdiction over planning, convening, and connecting the

change effort to resources outside the community than for providing

services. In this sense, as an experienced community builder observes,

“Governance may be more about negotiating roles, responsibilities,

and outcomes”—that is, the capacity for change—“as opposed to 

formal structures.”

The use of more than one governance vehicle increases opportu-

nities for participation. A single board, even a large one, cannot 

represent the community in all its diversity, and it has little incentive

to reach out beyond the usual orbit and push for wider engagement.
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“Vision keepers” can maintain the momentum of a community-
wide agenda, but they have to supported by money and staff.

Many community-wide efforts are held together by a solitary person

or organization with a daunting assortment of responsibilities. If that

linchpin is removed, the capacity to keep all of the pieces on track dis-

appears. Even if the leader remains, few individuals possess all of the

skills needed to manage community change well. Thus an abiding

challenge for CCIs and related initiatives is to reduce reliance on one

key leader and develop capacity for producing and managing work

within organizations or coalitions in the community. CCIs have done

this, with varying degrees of success, through coaches, small work-

groups, or advisory councils; through individuals or groups who keep

the community vision focused over time; and via intermediary organ-

izations that help to manage activities.

These vision keepers try to ensure that everything collaborators

do is consistent with the initiative’s goals and that the flurry of sepa-

rate projects does not distract people from the big picture. Vision

keepers play roles in these tasks:

e Developing an initial community plan

e Coordinating the work of partners and multiple projects

e Building and maintaining connections across projects and

across organizations

e Raising funds and maintaining fiscal accountability

e Monitoring the progress of the participants in the overall

endeavor

e Keeping an eye on the big picture 

Establishing an intermediary structure to manage a community
initiative has high payoffs, but it requires independent financing.

Many CCIs have used intermediary organizations to provide infra-

structure for collaboration and to improve local organizations’ capacity
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to lead and participate in community change. Intermediaries play

roles in linking funders, practitioners, and other stakeholders; man-

aging initiatives; and educating both foundations and their grantees.

The intermediary role can be integrated into the work of a lead

agency, added to an organization’s goals, or embodied by an inde-

pendent institution that is created specifically to manage community-

wide work.

Intermediaries can produce good results. Communities and ini-

tiatives that have established independent entities have reaped the

benefits of improved accountability and central management. The

approach is also risky, however. It takes money to establish a local

intermediary. Because they cannot draw on program dollars to 

support their operations, intermediaries must be financed through

foundation grants, membership dues, or fees for service. Further, the

intermediary role requires staff to play many roles for many masters,

and sometimes those roles produce conflicts of interest.

ATTENTION TO RACIAL AND CULTURAL ISSUES

Community building’s core values include the promotion of racial

justice and healthy intergroup relations. Attention to racial and cul-

tural issues is also a prerequisite to successful work in distressed

neighborhoods.

People affiliated with community organizations have experiment-

ed with anti-racism staff-training programs, curricula that emphasize

the cultural competencies needed to do community work, language

translation services for meetings, community cultural festivals, cross-

cultural economic development strategies, and other methods for

addressing the racial issues that surface among neighborhood groups

and between institutions and residents. There is a growing sense,

however, that the work around racism does not go deep enough and

that the capacity to identify and address institutional and structural

dimensions of racism is not infused throughout the work of commu-

nity-building institutions. Practitioners note three persistent themes

in particular.
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Every participant in the change process needs to develop the
capacity to talk about the deep and difficult aspects of racial
issues.

Whites need to understand more clearly what white privilege is and

how it affects disadvantaged communities. People of color need to

address the tough issues that undermine their ability to act, including

internalized racism and isolation. And all groups need to develop skill

in tackling issues collectively, in racially mixed groups.

The capacity to confront racial issues head-on is important,

because racial tensions can weaken the

credibility and trust that are vital to

the community-building process. The

people consulted for this report illus-

trated that point in many ways. One

practitioner described how the older,

established leaders of his community

refused to acknowledge his organiza-

tion because they thought he “talked

to too many white people.” Only after

the organization achieved results that

residents cared about was he able to

forge a relationship with them. A fun-

der who is white found that resident

trust did not “just happen” as a result

of his good work and follow-through. The community’s deep distrust

came from years of being let down by institutions and a lack of faith

in “the system.” That funder learned that trust does not automatically

stem from a few kept promises.

Neighborhood institutions have limited capacity to address
institutional and structural racism or the ways that political,
economic, and social privilege operate to marginalize people 
of color.

Despite the fact that so much community-building work occurs in

communities of color, the people involved in community building

often don’t have the capacity to address issues of structural racism. As

a result, some suggest, community-building work tends to proceed by

addressing the symptoms of neighborhood distress, not by tackling
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the root causes of white privilege and structural racism. In the words

of one practitioner, “We must teach people to be clear. There are dif-

ferences between root causes and symptoms, and we must do this

work around race and skin color.”

People widely acknowledge the need to analyze and remove 

racial barriers to progress. But, observed one practitioner, funders are

unlikely to support the goal of “getting rid of white supremacy”—and

there are few forums where people can examine these underlying

issues in thoughtful and constructive ways. (We explore this subject

more thoroughly in Chapter VI.) 

Racial inequities exist within and among local community-
building organizations.

Across the board, practitioners agree that few community-based and

intermediary organizations working in the field of community build-

ing are led by people of color. Those that are tend to be smaller and

weaker than their white-led counterparts. The way in which funding

works has reinforced this inequity. It is difficult for any organization

to garner money for institutional development and ongoing general

support, but organizations with no preexisting ties to foundations, no

staff dedicated to fundraising, and no flexibility in their budgets face

an extra disadvantage. Groups led by people of color rarely have the

opportunity to catch up to their older, larger, and more-developed

institutional partners (or competitors).

Residents, practitioners, and funders all appreciate the value of

strong community-building organizations led and staffed by people

of color, but they also recognize that those organizations require

deliberate and generous investment in efforts to build leadership,

knowledge, and skills.

; 

Collectively, the individual and organizational capacities

outlined in this chapter and the previous one lay a solid foundation

for community building. But community change also is influenced by

a third level of participants: the funders, technical assistance

providers, researchers, and other outside organizations that support

people and groups acting inside the neighborhood. The process of

linking communities to that broader context is the subject of Chapter V.



he third level in the ecology of community change

encompasses organizations that provide resources and sup-

ports to community-change endeavors. These include funders,

technical assistance providers, evaluators, and other producers of

knowledge. Usually, these organizations are located outside the neigh-

borhood. They work independently but in partnership with neighbor-

hood institutions.

Some of these entities have adapted their work over the last

decade to align better with both the content and values of compre-

hensive community building. But experience from recent CCIs and

related community-change efforts suggests that the agenda for change

at this level is incomplete. Moreover, the support providers who work

hand in hand with community-building entities represent only a

small, self-selected group. As such, they are not representative of all

actors at this level in the ecology of change, but they have the poten-

tial to lead the way for their peers.

This chapter presents observations about four basic issue areas for

support providers and the recipients of their services: funding levels,

V.
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purposes, and relationships; access to technical assistance; evaluation

and strategic data use; and opportunities for knowledge development.

;

FUNDING LEVELS, PURPOSES, AND RELATIONSHIPS

Community-building organizations need enough money to compen-

sate staff and support programs. They need a reasonable reserve of

funds so they can weather crises and withstand the vagaries of fun-

ders’ cash flows. And they need flexible spending arrangements that

allow them to act entrepreneurially—by seeding new projects, for

example, or by taking advantage of a potential new stream of public

funding. Unfortunately, a lack of connections to sufficient money has

left community organizations financially starved, even while they are

charged with solving enormous problems.

Foundations play vital leadership roles in funding comprehen-
sive community change.

Foundations are virtually the only source of flexible funding for orga-

nizational development and broader community-building activities.

The vital role of philanthropic money in community change implies

that foundations have a responsibility to be innovative and risk-taking

in their grants, and many participants criticize foundations for not

stepping up to the plate. According to one former foundation official

and longtime leader of community change,

I think all of us understand the importance of getting resources

into the communities if capacity is to be built. When the market

ran up in the ’90s, foundations had the opportunity to do fund-

ing in a different way and to really have an effect on the field.

They simply did not take advantage of it and they missed the

opportunity. Instead, they just made more grants for initiatives.

When they did make endowment grants, they were small.

Even when foundations do take the lead in underwriting com-

munity change, it is often through “initiatives” such as CCIs rather

than as part of regular and ongoing support for community-based

organizations.
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The biggest gap in funding is for core operations, the functions
that are vital to community institutions’ capacity. Few funders
understand that core support is as important as money for 
programs and activities and that there is a continuous need to 
support capacity development.

Core operating support is not tied to a specific outcome. Rather, it

supports an organization’s basic existence, enabling people to

improve and expand internal processes, coordinate activities, collabo-

rate with other groups, and conduct strategic planning. Organizations

that aim to change communities without core support have little leeway

to experiment with new approaches and roles. As one director said,

“There is not enough freedom in an organization to get people in a

creative thinking mode.”

Some analysts suggest that funding gaps have produced a field

that is intrinsically weak. They note that the organizations on the

frontlines of community building

are plagued by a chronic lack of

capacity, in all of the forms

described in this book. Some funders

have responded by offering more

support for organizational develop-

ment and for various kinds of short-

term technical assistance. As many

executive directors note, however,

such funders are rare, and the

amount of money they provide is

insufficient. It takes substantial,

ongoing support to make institu-

tions truly capable of changing communities.

More funds must be specifically earmarked for community
building. 

The public and private sectors typically direct their money to social,

economic, or physical development programs—isolated categories of

work with short-term funding cycles—rather than comprehensive

efforts to improve community life. Their support comes with tightly

specified activities and outcomes that allow little room for the 

relationship development and outreach that constitute so much of
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community building. Activities that are especially hard to cover finan-

cially include community organizing, development of local leaders,

advocacy for policy change, and other types of networking among

individuals, groups, and sectors.

There has been some progress. Major philanthropies have entered

the arena, even as others have left. Recent federal initiatives, such as the

Empowerment Zone/Enterprise Community and HOPE VI initiatives,

have made some public funding available for community-building

activities. A scattering of states and cities have also committed funds for

community improvement. Still, the goals and approaches of compre-

hensive community change have not infused the mainstream funding

sources that feed community institutions. As a former funder noted,

There came a point in the late 1980s when some foundation

funding took on a new cast, moving beyond project funding to

initiative funding directed toward the transformation of com-

munities. . . . And now we’ve moved to a place where there is

more government involved, locally and federally, and where

there are more organic and varied initiatives. The question

before us is how to support that variety.

Although CCIs usually receive money for longer periods than
standard programs, the grant cycle is still too short.

Almost everyone interviewed for this book recognized a fundamental

mismatch between the amount of time that real community change

takes (at least 10–20 years) and funders’ willingness to commit to

long-term support. Although there are exceptions, most public and

private funding expires after three to five years. As one former public

official said, “The limited timeframe fits funders’ needs rather than

the needs of community change.”

A long-term commitment is important because it frees directors

and senior staff from time-consuming fundraising efforts. According

to directors of community organizations, long-term funding also pro-

vides a sense of security that enables people to be more ambitious and

experimental, qualities that help advance community-change efforts.

And long-term funding creates a dynamic between funder and

grantee that is closer to a partnership, with ups and downs that both

sides work through over time. Explained one funder,
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We were committed to investing in a neighborhood long-term. It

was a terrible failure three years ago but now it is a success. We

funded a weak lead agency that failed. Some of the funders in

our group were ready to give up. But the commitment was to the

neighborhood and so we stuck with it. Taking a long-term

approach really changes things.

On the other hand, some people believe that predictable flows of

money create dependency, reduce the incentive to produce high-quality

and timely work, and gets organizations “hooked on a flow of money

which is otherwise hard to get.” Some funders believe it is healthier to

create competition for funds among grantees.

By channeling much of their money for community building into
“initiatives,” funders create other problems.

Much of the recent support for community capacity has come in the

form of initiatives—often CCIs but also efforts to improve specific

program areas, such as employment, health, or education. As the first

cycle of these initiatives draws to a close, the value of that strategy

deserves scrutiny. On one hand, investors realize that fundamental

capacity building is a necessary step toward achieving programmatic

outcomes. On the other hand, they are reluctant to commit to long-

term obligations to support community capacity building. Noted one

practitioner,

Foundations know that capacity building has to accompany ini-

tiative funding. They assume that when the initiative goes away

we won’t need capacity-building funding any more. But we need

it on an ongoing basis.

In many ways, the initiative structure solves this dilemma: invest-

ments in community capacity occur in a time-limited way around

identifiable, funder-specified goals. Moreover, the benefits from the

investment are likely to spill over into other aspects of the organiza-

tion or community work. But neighborhood organizations come to

rely on the new streams of money that initiatives provide, and they

inevitably grapple with sustainability.

Funders have tried to react responsibly by developing exit strate-

gies that anticipate the end of their initiatives. Grantees, too, have

tried to think creatively about new types of unrestricted support—
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through entrepreneurial activity or direct mail fundraising, for exam-

ple. But the problem remains a significant one.

The power imbalances between funders and grantees are
flashpoints for conflict.

Funders and grantees both recognize the difference in power between

them. Regardless of how accessible, encouraging, and tactful a funder

may be, the relationship between giver and receiver is intrinsically

unequal. One has something that the other needs. One can decide

what to do; the other’s fate depends on that decision.

Many funders have tried to do business differently when it comes

to community-building enterprises. But experienced practitioners say

that grantees often find the “partnership” and “collaboration” lan-

guage adopted by some funders to be disingenuous. As one director

said,

Power relationships are unequal, so let’s not pretend this is a

partnership. Many other kinds of relationships are possible. But

let’s not have the fiction that all participants are equal. Funders

like to say this is a more collaborative new approach, but they

are still the people who sign the check. Grantee organizations

still feel pushed around but don’t want to say so. . . . It’s very easy

to say it’s a new relationship, but it’s just not so.

Grantees also are skeptical of funders’ statements that money is

their least important contribution. As one director put it, “They are

the only industry I know that claims that the core business they do is

not the core business they do.” Grantees sometimes feel that founda-

tions are “gaming” them, and they would be more comfortable if the

processes for decision making were more straightforward. “The dys-

functional piece happens when foundations are not up front about

their expectations,” one practitioner bluntly said. “It’s better for the

funder to be clear than to hint at something they want accomplished.”

Many funders are aware of these problems. One agreed that it’s

important to be clear about intentions and expectations: “Sharing

information helps to demystify the relationship and . . . equalize

things. You need to make your decisions rules clear. It doesn’t erase

the power issues, but it makes them more manageable.” Added anoth-

er, “The power relationships never go away. We tried the partnership
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rhetoric but it didn’t seem to translate well. . . . We have learned the

need for everyone being clear about our expectations.”

ACCESS TO TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

The emphasis on comprehensiveness and community building in 

current initiatives has provoked a rethinking of the kinds of techni-

cal assistance needed to support community change. In general,

organizations need access to technical support providers that are:

knowledgeable about the organization, the neighborhood, and local

and national contexts; technically proficient in their specialties and

steeped in general principles of community building; respectful of the

community’s interests and circum-

stances; racially sensitive and culturally

competent; objective and open-minded;

able to tolerate ambiguity; and able to

facilitate organizational change.

Practitioners say that staff and board

members of community organizations

need ongoing technical support in the

following four areas.

e Technical skills and knowledge related to designing, managing,

and implementing projects. At an organization that develops

community employment centers, for example, staff may need

help identifying existing resources, conducting needs assessments,

preparing clients for the workplace, and establishing relationships

with employers.

e Organizational development. In most cases, community organ-

izations need to strengthen their existing work as well as assume

new roles. They often need help managing their growth, develop-

ing new administrative systems, governing the complex process of

change, evaluating progress, communicating with stakeholders,

and resolving conflicts.
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e Information about public and private service systems.

Individuals and organizations need to know how the systems that

support and influence them work, how to take advantage of what

they offer, and how to change them in positive ways.

e The “process skills” of community building, such as outreach,

organizing, envisioning change, planning, and relationship 

building.

The community-building field has not yet solved the problem of

how to provide appropriate, high-quality technical assistance. The

operational factors that come into play—assistance providers’ skills

and sensitivity, the issues involved in timing support effectively, and

systems for delivering technical assistance—are not within the scope

of this book. But a few observations about supporting institutional

capacity and connections bear discussion here.

Technical assistance must build organizations’ internal capacity
to lead and produce change, not just help with specific problems.

Assistance providers need to impart skills and knowledge and also

make the information relevant by applying it to the nuances of the

work at hand. Peer-to-peer support seems especially valuable in this

regard. For example, directors of community organizations report

successes from asking local CDC directors to offer advice and guid-

ance. These peers are “grounded, trustworthy, and familiar with what

you do,” said one director; “it allows for economies of scale.” Arrange-

ments that send people from one organization to another, especially

residents, also help to build bonds and foster the cross-fertilization 

of ideas.

Coaching is another popular technique for supporting community

organizations. Coaching relationships use assistance providers who are

extremely familiar with an organization and its context to advise the

executive director, board, or staff. Coaches offer a sounding board, a

guiding hand, and a support system for leaders who feel isolated.

Ultimately, however, their value lies in their ability to help partici-

pants find their own solution rather than in providing the solution

themselves. In the words of one director, “A most valuable resource
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that we now have and rely on is the coaching; I don’t know what we’re

going to do without it.”

Recipients of technical assistance need to define their own
capacity needs and manage their assistance providers.

Technical assistance is a boon to community institutions, but it can

also be a burden. Rarely does a

provider walk in the door and provide

exactly the support an organization is

looking for. More frequently, the orga-

nization’s director must spend time

and energy orienting the provider to

the neighborhood, its issues, and the

community-change initiative. As a

director of a community organization

observed,

You expect a technical assistance provider to help you, but they

actually make more work for you. When I hire staff, I know I

have to develop them. With technical assistance providers, I

can’t wait for them to come help me, but then it turns out that 

I have to develop an individual education plan for them. The

person becomes a management issue.

Technical assistance that does not meet the criteria described

above not only fails in its goal of supporting an organization, it can

seriously undermine the organization’s connections with the commu-

nity. Some leaders tell painful stories of having to rebuild credibility

within their neighborhoods after bringing the wrong assistance

providers in to help with community building. “We got the technical

assistance, but it really set us back,” recalled one board member.

“The whole process that we were trying to build in the community 

got unbuilt.”

EVALUATION AND STRATEGIC DATA USE

Evaluation is a thorny process for social interventions, and CCIs have

had their share of evaluation-related dilemmas, especially regarding

the purposes and audiences of evaluation, the outcomes to be evalu-

ated, the methods of evaluation, and the roles of evaluators. In 
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complex initiatives, evaluation often is a lightning rod for tensions

and unresolved issues around what outcomes are sought, what actions

are taken, who is in charge, and how money is spent.

Ten years ago, CCI stakeholders were unsure of how to apply

existing evaluation tools to the task of documenting and understanding

the types of change to which CCIs aspired. In previous generations of

social experiments, evaluations almost exclusively tracked program-

matic outcomes and served as a tool of accountability between

grantees and funders. Many of the community-building endeavors

shifted the emphasis of evaluation to the other end of the spectrum,

and implementation studies and process documentation began to

dominate the evaluation literature.

CCIs have made important progress on the evaluation front,

however, as evaluators clarified the challenges and the capacities asso-

ciated with evaluations of complex, community-change efforts.

Although much work remains to be done, CCI evaluations have made

considerable headway on which outcomes to track, for what purpos-

es, and for which audiences. The following observations stem from

those experiences.

Long-term outcomes—statistically significant changes in commu-
nity-wide indicators of child, family, and neighborhood well-
being, in multiple domains—are unlikely to show up within
most funders’ timeframes. Identifying interim outcomes along
the path to longer-term change, therefore, is a critical step.

By identifying the pathways they will use to achieve change, initiative

planners can name the early results that will demonstrate whether an

initiative is on track. Sometimes these are directly linked to long-

term programmatic outcomes—for example, school readiness or job

training. At other times, they are indirectly linked to long-term out-

comes—for example, changes in community leadership, social capital,

sense of local identity, and hope. Insofar as the pathways identify these

elements as valid milestones, then the elements become markers of

progress to be captured by evaluation.

A variety of stakeholders now realize that initiatives must be able

to articulate pathways of change and base evaluations on them, but

the task is difficult. For one thing, the process of community change

is exceedingly difficult to map and track. Inadequate theory, a dearth
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of empirical evidence, and limited experience undermine the pathway

mapping process. Moreover, defining the route that a comprehensive

initiative will follow has political dimensions that are affected by

neighborhood history, capacity, personalities, power arrangements,

and negotiating skills. Even if the research base and tools were richer,

more work would be needed to develop low-cost and accessible meas-

ures of many of the early and intermediate outcomes on the CCI

agenda, especially around concepts of social capital and community

capacity.

The emphasis on pathways does not suggest that the accountabil-

ity dimension of evaluation should be dropped; stakeholders still

need evidence that their investments are paying off. The important

shift is in the link between activities and outcomes. As one funder

explained,

We get some sense from our board that they want to see the

impact of our grant making. But we provide general operating

support, and it’s hard to show impact because you can’t see how

your money works. There’s got to be a balance between what you

can see and the intangibles. It’s easy to fund nonprofits to do a

“thing.” But you don’t get any impression about the significance

of the “thing.” So you need to demonstrate the importance of

both the tangibles and the intangibles.

The focus on pathways of change has tilted the nature of 
evaluation away from a purely summative accounting of the
initiative to a continuous process of feeding back information
that can guide management and decision making. 

The future for evaluation of community-building initiatives may be

less about traditional evaluation and more about “knowledge man-

agement and development.” It is a challenge for any organization to

stay true to its core philosophy while also being nimble, flexible, and

entrepreneurial—but it is easier when organizations are committed to

reflecting on and learning from their experiences. Not every commu-

nity-based organization needs to make this dimension a priority, but

learning from feedback is an essential capacity for organizations

involved in community building.
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The term “learning organization” captures the institutional

capacity that many stakeholders

believe is so important. Being a learn-

ing organization means collecting,

analyzing, and using information to

plan activities, evaluate the organiza-

tion’s performance, understand the

community’s assets and needs, and

share emerging lessons. “We have to

acknowledge that this is a learning

enterprise, and we need to establish

systems to capture the learning,” urged

a longtime practitioner.

CCIs have been conceived as

opportunities to gather rich informa-

tion about effective community revitalization strategies, and some

evaluations have made the most of that potential for learning. Several

CCI funders have invested significantly in evaluation and encouraged

evaluators to ask questions that will inform the field as a whole.

New approaches to evaluating community change challenge
traditional roles and make new capacities necessary. 

Evaluations that draw on theories of change and promote continuous

learning have created new challenges and new capacities for community-

change endeavors. Evaluators are more engaged with initiatives at the

outset than in the past, which can be useful; but as they facilitate ini-

tiatives’ efforts to define outcomes, activities, and pathways of change,

the line between evaluation and technical assistance blurs. They are

left in the awkward position of evaluating something they have helped

to create.

Despite the new roles, tension remains between evaluators and

those being evaluated. Because evaluation is almost always commis-

sioned and paid for by funders, they are inevitably the evaluators’

primary constituents. This relationship emphasizes the accountability

dimension of evaluation, with predictable anxiety-provoking results.

Still, practitioners express a desire to use the evaluation process as 

an entry point for honest discussions with funders about what is 

happening in the initiative. As one explained,
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You have to tell the funders that this initiative or project involves

risk and that you’ll make mistakes. It’s important to be honest.

Tell them, ‘We’ve discovered this problem, here’s what we’re

doing about it, here’s how you can help us.’ Frame your plans as

though it’s an experiment and you want to test things out.

Few practitioners report such an open and mutually supportive

relationship with their funders around evaluation, however. Instead,

practitioners say they concentrate on reducing the “we vs. they”

dynamic.

One strategy is to build evaluation capacity among CCI stake-

holders within the neighborhood. It is possible to include residents,

program staff, and other stakeholders as active participants in planning

and managing the evaluation process. When community members

become informed consumers of evaluation, they become able to

direct the course of the evaluation so it better meets their needs, they

feel more powerful, and the products of evaluation become more use-

ful. As one resident recalled,

We had a couple of evaluation teams that we were disappointed

with. Then we started learning about what we wanted to know

and so we were better situated to know what we wanted and

choose the evaluator. We were able to go back to the evaluator

and tell her that she left certain things out. We withheld the final

payment. But we had to develop the capacity ourselves.

Locating data collection and analysis functions within the com-

munity also improves the planning process. Too often, data about the

neighborhood are locked within government agencies or researchers’

computers. The more a community knows about its own circum-

stances, the more informed planning and decision making can be.

KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT

A laudable feature of many CCIs is the emphasis they place on evalu-

ation and learning. Some have structured evaluations so that the 

initiatives themselves become a venue for asking and answering press-

ing questions about how to promote social change. Some have also

built in opportunities to share early lessons and challenges with peers

and other interested parties.
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These and other elements compose what some people call “a

learning community” which, if structured properly, can be an enor-

mous support to neighborhood organizations and other agents of

social change. But an even more deliberate effort to extract practical

lessons from ongoing community-change efforts, and to link them

with recent scholarship on the issues and effects of neighborhood

change, would help suggest new, better theories and strategies for

community change.

Future community-change ventures can help build such a knowl-

edge base by developing clearer guidance on the goals of community

change, the principles that guide action, effective implementation

strategies, and the roles that all participants play in the process. The

following areas of work need special attention.

Better theories of change would clearly express the links
between activities and outcomes, including how stakeholders
will implement strategies. 

Most comprehensive community initiatives have been guided not by

clearly articulated theories of change but by broad principles of

action, based on convictions about the nature of communities and the

origins and consequences of poverty. Theories about the causes of

and possible responses to poverty and neighborhood change have

tended to focus either on micro-level influences (the impact of indi-

vidual behavior) or macro-level influences (broad structural changes

in the economic, social, and political context).

CCIs focus on the mediating processes that can operate between

the micro and macro levels. They recognize that individuals are

embedded in networks of relationships through which they receive

resources, information, and aid. Community-change efforts try to

address the relationships among individual behavior, neighborhood

social structure, and the community overall by simultaneously

enhancing the capacities of residents and community organizations

and reconnecting neighborhoods to external resources. But the

assumptions people make about how community-change efforts will

actually achieve these goals are murky. In the words of one CCI director,

My assessment is that much of the CCI work has been oppor-

tunistic. We talk about a field, we talk about theories of change,

but we don’t really have them. There are a lot of us out there
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experimenting in various ways, trying to find our way in the

dark. I’d call where we are: “moving toward a theory of change.”

It is possible to specify the components of theories of change and

the relationships among them, even for the complex and multi-

faceted community change efforts. “Theory,” in our context, is not

abstract; it is a concrete statement of plausible, testable pathways 

of change that can both guide actions and explain their impact. In this

way, a theory of change provides a roadmap for action and a frame-

work to chart and monitor progress over time. Better-articulated the-

ories of change would support community-change efforts by specifying

how various stakeholders, working at specific points of intervention,

will pursue goals at different levels of the ecology of change.

Theories of practice must do a better job of translating princi-
ples into actions, influencing communities’ and organizations’
capacity for change, and addressing the structural factors that
affect residents and neighborhoods.

The principles of community, comprehensiveness, participation, col-

laboration, democracy, empowerment, and capacity building have

served community-change initiatives well, in some ways. They have

drawn attention and sometimes significant resources to poor neigh-

borhoods. They have shifted the focus from categorical, remedial

approaches to holistic, asset-based, developmental ones. The process

of applying the principles has driven community revitalization efforts

to produce real outcomes—for businesses, jobs, housing, services—

and vital connections among organizations and individuals. And it

has strengthened the support structures—consultants and intermedi-

ary organizations, training centers and curricula, funders, and

research organizations—that facilitate and inform the work of practi-

tioners across the nation.

These broad principles have provided less guidance for action

than people need, however. Moreover, the principles sometimes com-

pete for dominance, creating fundamental tensions in the approaches

that implementers take. The fact that communities are embedded in 

a context of historical structures, economic and political factors,

cultural assumptions, social dynamics, and organizational relation-

ships makes community building a complicated thing to translate

into practice. The strategies that people have used to produce better
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communities—such as mobilizing residents, developing new leaders,

implementing good practices from other programs, building effective

organizations, and collaborating around shared interests—are

extremely difficult to implement well. Each step along the path

spawns new challenges as various participants and institutions exert

their influence and roles and relationships change.

These circumstances raise the following types of questions, as yet

unanswered: How should we translate community-building principles

into practice? How can we gauge capacity for change and influence it?

How should we deal with major external, structural factors? How can

we address the dynamic nature of the change process? 

Armed with better theories, participants in community change
need to test new strategies, learn from them, and disseminate
their results.

Knowledge development supports community change by strengthening

its building blocks—theories of change and practice—and augment-

ing them with improved research and dissemination. Better research

supports, for example, might include syntheses of existing knowledge

and efforts to gain new knowledge from applied and basic research.

Dissemination supports would make information accessible to many

audiences and help them use the information effectively.

Creation of a learning community would provide a structure for

gaining and applying knowledge about achieving results for individ-

uals, families, and communities. As one representative of an interme-

diary organization noted,

Capacity is so essential and it has to be built. But we don’t have

the means of capturing experience [and] transferring it from

one place to another. . . . So, for everyone, it’s just sort of ‘catch

as catch can.’ And we’re all drawing on the same few folks and

often they’re consultants. So sometimes their information is

proprietary, but in any case it’s not institutionalized anywhere.

The flip side of capacity building is the helping environment,

and we need to develop a ‘helping infrastructure.’

Useful knowledge development activities might produce the 

following products:
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e A thorough review, synthesis, and assessment of current knowledge

e New knowledge about the processes of community change,

based on empirical evidence from several communities (for

example, using a panel study)

e Local infrastructures for collecting and sharing information on

neighborhood circumstances and dynamics, including tools and

resources for collecting and using data and for making adminis-

trative data easier to share and manipulate

e Pragmatic, systematic, diagnostic evaluations of specific com-

munity-change efforts, including comparative case studies that

link such evaluations to one another

e Strategies for sharing information with diverse stakeholders

(policymakers, funders, program managers and staff, members of

governing bodies, program clients, and community residents)

that respond to the audiences’ needs and interests and engage

them in developing questions and research approaches, identify-

ing data sources, and interpreting findings 

e Well-structured demonstrations of community change that

attempt to measure outcomes, gauge the social effects of community

building, and establish causes and effects

;

Our framework for community change in this chapter moved

beyond neighborhood boundaries to the resources and supports

found in external organizations. As our thinking expanded, so did the

potential for innovative new directions of work. That trend continues

as we turn to the fourth level in our ecology of change: entities that

focus on the policies and practices of external power structures.
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he concentration of poor people—especially poor

people of color—in urban pockets of poverty did not occur

by chance in this country, or solely as the result of choices

made by residents of those communities. The racial and economic

isolation, poverty concentration, and political disempowerment that

characterize America’s poor communities are largely the result of

identifiable policies and practices embedded in public and private sys-

tems and in our society’s power structures—factors that would exist

even without a community-change agenda. They contribute to the

persistently poor social and economic outcomes experienced in the

neighborhoods that are the targets of community-change efforts, and

they reinforce segregation by race and class.

This suggests that community-building solutions must under-

stand how these systems, rules, and structures affect poor neighbor-

hoods, and then make them work better by tapping into the resources

of outside institutions and influencing their actions. That observation

raises serious questions, however:

T
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How well do community-change efforts incorporate historical

and structural phenomena into the solutions they develop? Does the

very nature of community-based change lead to a bias toward “local”

issues and away from overarching, structural ones? Is it possible to

integrate the work done by community members on their own behalf,

within neighborhoods, with efforts to influence external players—or

do the demands of working within communities preclude or limit

such activities? Are the limitations imposed by external funding

sources, systems, economic dynamics, and public policies so forbid-

ding that neighborhood improvement is the best that we can hope

for? Will the political and funding climate tolerate this type of work,

which is more politically oriented than in the past? What range of

institutions and alliances do we need to tackle these issues? 

This chapter argues that participants in community building

need to reinvigorate their approach to community change so that it

addresses the external relationships and structural factors operating

outside communities. Our discussion focuses especially on the inher-

ent issues and tensions of four key activities: broadening the analysis of

the problem, finding powerful allies, working with the public and private

sectors, and re-examining the assumptions and biases embedded in the

community-building approach.

;

BROADENING THE ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 

The principle of community building has several philosophical

underpinnings that emphasize the power of “place” and the assets of

neighborhood residents. Looking back at the way community-based

initiatives unfolded and the evidence of what they have and have not

achieved, a fundamental tension becomes clear. In its most extreme

characterization, the tension is this: While focusing inward on inter-

nal community dynamics and capacities, many community change

advocates have not sufficiently addressed external structures, which

can enhance or constrain their success. As one community organizer

said, “The neighborhood is the heart of our work. It’s the beginning

and the end.” A policymaker responded, “The irony is that we’re miss-

ing the big things because we’ve seen neighborhood as the heart of
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our work. You’re not going to fix things just by what you do inside the

four corners of low-income neighborhoods.”

On one hand, practitioners and funders believe in the power of

poor people in poor communities to change their environment and

take control of their own destinies. They laud residents’ abilities as

leaders, and they recognize the strengths and capacities residents

develop as participants in community change. Yet in practice, by

focusing on neighborhood residents’ capacity for change, many com-

munity-building efforts have implicitly diminished, underestimated,

or simply been unable to influence the power of external institutions,

public policies, and private market dynamics.

Forward-looking participants in community change are looking

for a new way to frame their work that captures the critical impor-

tance of addressing external issues, even as they continue to expand

and deepen capacity-building efforts within their communities. They

agree, as one person said, that “framing the problem really matters. If

it is framed as internal, that leads to one set of actions; but if it is

framed differently, it may lead to a very different set of priorities

entirely.” Acknowledging the power of the policy environment, many

conclude that an internal focus is a losing strategy for even the most

exemplary practitioners. They argue for a new approach that links

policy, politics, and place on a metropolitan level around the goal of

expanding opportunities for poor people. Observed one practitioner,

“If you just do neighborhoods, all you’ve done is create an oasis in the

desert.” Agreed an evaluator:

The things that are changing through efforts focused within

communities are the smaller things. . . . We’re not getting at

power, income redistribution, system change, etc. Do we believe

that initiatives that don’t address these external issues make real

changes for kids and families? My sense is yes—but only at the

margins.

Essentially, this “localism” leaves prevailing economic and politi-

cal paradigms unchallenged and approaches urban poverty as a prob-

lem for neighborhoods and their residents. Critics suggest that,

instead of adding an additional set of approaches and strategies to an

aging toolbox in need of innovation, CCIs seemed to displace, rein-
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terpret, or silence an older consciousness about the structure of

poverty, racism, and the alignments of

power that maintain the status quo. As

the director of an intermediary organ-

ization noted:

We can make substantial gains [in

moving people out of poverty], but

we’ve essentially conceded to a sys-

tem that will constantly reproduce

it. The redistribution we’re talking

about is public aid dollars, not the

structural redistribution of wealth.

Practitioners, scholars, policymakers and residents can point to

several issues that need to be re-infused into the analysis of the prob-

lem. Problems with economic development and housing policies are

particularly resonant. For example:

e Public policies and investments promoted the movement of

middle-class workers and jobs to the suburbs and left poor peo-

ple of color isolated in inner-city neighborhoods. As the regional

and national economies shifted from manufacturing to service

and technology, employment opportunities became more mobile,

the labor market split into high- and low-wage sectors, and resi-

dents of poor communities were left behind.

e Housing policies exacerbated the problem. Public housing,

intended as a temporary support for people in economic crisis,

became in many places permanent housing for the persistently

poor due to processes for selecting tenants, a lack of adequate

services, discriminatory site-selection policies, the construction

of high-density developments, and isolation from surrounding

communities. Today, exclusionary zoning practices often preclude

subsidized housing in the suburbs or raise the cost of building

suburban housing to prohibitive levels. Property tax policies dis-

courage economic integration in the suburbs and make mixed-

income communities hard to create or maintain in cities.
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These and similar issues, fueled by powerful political forces that

are extremely difficult to budge, shape the context within which CCIs

operate. In the words of one African-American researcher,

These things did not happen by chance. Those distressed neigh-

borhoods exist because of policies, procedures, and programs

that have been in place in powerful neighborhoods. The zoning

laws, the building codes . . . an entire infrastructure was built in

the first half of the 20th century to create the type of segregation

that meant that the communities that white people grew up in

could only exist because of the type of communities that I grew

up in. Now, the problem with all of this is that you can’t change

the conditions in that neighborhood without restructuring the

whole paradigm. There are forces that profit a segment of this

society, and until equal or superior forces come to check that

group we’re not going to have the kind of change we seek.

The challenge is not to give up the local-level work but to do a

better job of balancing and aligning the two levels. One leader in the

field of community change, who has worked both in government and

in communities, explained:

It’s a balance issue—working on the internal and working on

the external. The question is, how much of each? Is it roughly

half and half? Eighty-twenty? Ninety-ten? Obviously, it matters

what community you’re talking about, but how do you decide?

We’ve gotten much better at the internal. The two feed each

other in important ways, and there’s a tremendous amount of

middle ground that we have to work on.

To find that balance, leaders of change in poor neighborhoods

need to do two things. First, they must identify the causes of the prob-

lems they are experiencing, in the broadest possible way. That means

stopping for a moment to consider the historical, institutional, and

structural origins of problems. If people begin and end their analysis

within the community, they may miss important contextual factors

that affect everything they do. As one person commented, “If your

‘hammer’ is a CCI, then the only ‘nails’ that you tend to see are the

things that a CCI has control over.”
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The second step is to identify sources of power outside the neigh-

borhood that can be tapped or influenced to help the community.

Again, the challenge here is to cast the net wide, well beyond tradi-

tional philanthropies or public programs, to include various levels of

government and various types of policies as well as the role of the 

private sector.

Armed with the results of those activities, participants in com-

munity-change efforts can develop strategies for addressing funda-

mental issues. Judging from the experiences of recent CCIs and other

endeavors, those strategies are likely to include finding powerful allies,

working with the public and private sectors in new ways, and re-

examining the assumptions and biases that are embedded in commu-

nity building.

FINDING POWERFUL ALLIES

Although CCIs and other community-building ventures should rec-

ognize the need to engage forces outside their communities, they don’t

have to lead engagement efforts themselves. CCIs do not have the

capacity or the power base for that responsibility. In the words of one

observer,

We are right in saying that you can’t solve the problems in poor

neighborhoods without addressing the range of structural issues

that are reproducing and have reinforced and maintained those

problems. But, in my mind, that’s not necessarily the same thing

as saying that CCIs are the best vehicles for addressing those

structural issues. There are strategic allies that they could and

should connect with. There’s probably a division of labor in the

broader context that CCIs could coordinate and leverage. You

don’t have to take on more, you have to find partners to fight the

fight. We have to think about coalitions, finding out who’s work-

ing on these issues and connecting the community voices to those

discussions.

The people interviewed for this book offered the following obser-

vations about what those “strategic alliances” might look like.
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Alliances with national, state, and local policy groups that
advocate for disadvantaged groups give community-change
initiatives access to expertise and influence in the policy world.

The challenge for CCIs and other community-based groups lies in

knowing how to reach out and build those alliances. Policy groups

vary in their focus and strategies; some address specific populations,

such as children, the elderly, or people of color, while others focus on

topics, such as housing or transportation. Some concentrate on lob-

bying for money, while others pursue systemic change through the

legal system.

It is unlikely that there will ever be a policy organization equipped

to take on the full range of issues encompassed by a comprehensive

community-change agenda. Therefore, alliances need to form across

many different vehicles for change. For example, one avenue of work

might revolve around policies, such as the housing mortgage tax

deduction, which are broad and “non-targeted” but benefit the upper

and middle classes more than low-income people. Here, alliances with

national housing advocacy groups make sense. Other work might

focus on key moments in the legislative cycle, such as reauthorization

of welfare or of the Community Reinvestment Act. Or, there might be

policy trends that offer opportunities for advocacy. One policy organ-

ization, for instance, has picked up on the issue of regionalism:

We are focused on those situations that can better connect poor

communities with opportunities throughout the region. That

has to do with workforce development policy, opportunities for

wealth creation in poor communities, the spatial mismatch

between housing and jobs, transportation, and a whole range of

issues that disconnect poor communities from opportunity.

Coalitions across neighborhoods can expand the base and,
consequently, the influence of political constituents. 

In one good example, a community group joined with people in two

other neighborhoods to establish a leadership institute that taught

residents how to influence policy at the city and state levels. “It was

important to team with other communities in order to lobby and

advocate—for example, with the school board,” a practitioner

recalled. Other practitioners, cognizant of the suburbs’ influence on
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state legislatures, are considering connections with allies outside their

neighborhoods, such as rural districts that are similarly poor but have

more voting power.

Alliances across neighborhoods can become more powerful by

including connections to middle-class communities as well as other

poor neighborhoods, practitioners note. “If you only organize poor

communities then you will largely be limited to federal funds, and

they tend to come with more strings attached,” one person observed.

His coalition paired people from rich and poor neighborhoods:

When the representatives from economically secure (and power-

ful) neighborhoods went before city council, they would natu-

rally act as advocates for poor communities as well. This was

also a way for wealthier communities to develop a knowledge of

poor ones—these were areas they would never have gone into

otherwise.

Activities that mobilize residents’ political power and use it to
influence policy discussions increase the pressure on political
forces outside the community.

The problems of poor neighborhoods are as much political as they 

are technical. That fact suggests the

need for a new “politics” of

community building—one with

explicit strategies for exerting pres-

sure on the people and institutions

who do not naturally serve the

interests of disadvantaged people.

In the words of one practitioner,

“We thought they would want to

change once they saw our point of

view, but big institutions don’t

change their business just because

they like you. You’ve got to bring

your own power to the partnership,

or it won’t work. Don’t expect them

to give it to you.”
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“Our focus has been on organ-

izing people on the neighbor-

hood level. That is too small to

get to the systems-change

agenda, because the tough

part is trying to get all the

players on the local level

together. The systems them-

selves are subject to political

whim. So while you are

organizing locally, the big

system continues to do its

own thing.”

—Resident



Participating in the political arena can lead to examination of and

(sometimes) conflict around fundamental ideological issues. As a 

former public official observed,

If we want to have the honest conversation about how do some-

thing for poor neighborhoods, we are actually engaging on the

most controversial aspect of American poverty. We have to be

clear about why those neighborhoods got into such a serious

state of distress. And then we have to work our way from that

explanation to what the strategies for change are that aren’t just

about trying to “fix those people” by telling them to pull up their

socks and be responsible for themselves.

Many practitioners and even some funders now call for a more

explicit political agenda, both to put pressure on the public and pri-

vate sectors and out of a core commitment to reaching and activating

residents. As one practitioner said, “If

community building isn’t oriented

toward a political agenda, why would we

do it? For me, civic engagement is neces-

sarily directed toward policy change.”

The new emphasis on politics occurs

at the most basic level of neighborhood

work, on issues that directly affect chil-

dren and families. It involves “pressure

organizing, coalition building, and col-

laborative negotiation,” in the words of

one executive director. The political side

of community building means mobiliz-

ing residents’ political power around neighborhood concerns, for

example, and activating voters. A CDC that targeted voter apathy

claimed to have doubled the turnout in precincts where it worked and

then turned its attention to holding the newly elected representatives

accountable to the community. Others have mobilized parents to plan

school reform and influence local school boards. “The small boats

move the freighters,” observed a board member of one such organiza-

tion. “[Our work] helped the mayor by providing political cover. It

also contributed to better involvement of parents and the community.”
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“The power of ideas is

not enough. The ideas

need to be delivered to

the group that can deliv-

er the phone calls. There

is a need to create com-

munities of interest. . . .

Whatever process you

use, you have to mobi-

lize your constituency.”

—CCI Director



The development of political consciousness does not neces-
sarily entail large-scale movements or electoral activities.
Efforts to build political connections encompass a range of
organizing styles.

Community organizing runs the gamut from “hell raising” to “rela-

tionship building.” Observers suggest the need for both ends of the

spectrum:

I feel like we keep shifting back and forth between confronta-

tion-style organizing and consensus-style organizing. On the

ground, there needs to be a blend if we’re smart. I think it’s more

about how to be proficient at both—being able to talk like

equals to the corporate heads and the lieutenant governor as

well as to be able to talk tough to them.

Some practitioners take a pragmatic approach; they will work

with anyone, at any level of the political system, who can help them

address local concerns. Others look for simple, practical ways to assert

their power. In the words of a technical assistance provider,

When I think about power, I think about communities that can

get a prison located in their community for economic develop-

ment, or a water processing plant, or a one-stop job center located.

If a community can purposely do those things—sometimes it’s

organizing, sometimes it’s good leverage politics. Power is not

necessarily a movement. It can be very grounded and incremental.

The ability to use information strategically is as important as
policy acumen and an agenda for change. 

Knowledge about the nuances of power and policy making helps

community stakeholders organize, understand, and prepare for policy

changes. Current community-building efforts are beginning to track

and share information about broad issues at the state and local levels,

such as transportation and land use. A representative of an interme-

diary organization described the dramatic effect that a little bit of

information can have:

A number of years ago the IAF [Industrial Areas Foundation]

had training for its organizers. One session was a famous social

scientist talking about poverty concentration and the other was

on land policy and water policy in Texas . . . I had absolutely no
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interest in water policy in Texas but suddenly all this stuff I’d

seen made sense. It helped me understand politics and power

there, how and why money is appropriated, who votes on what

sides, who finances the campaign.

Communities that lack capacity for gathering and analyzing such

information are forming connections with universities and statewide

organizations to expand their reach. In

one community, for instance, universi-

ty students have worked with residents

to understand trends in gentrification

and to help them find ways to address

the problem. There are many other

examples of this type of work.

Practitioners also are beginning to

think strategically about the informa-

tion that decision makers get about

their communities, and they are find-

ing ways to shape the public dialogue.

For example, when race-based assump-

tions began to drive discussions about

welfare reform in a state legislature

dominated by suburban interests, a community organization produced

information that recast the discourse:

Most of what was done was based on the premise that benefits

were going to the black communities in the city, which was not

true. If you don’t show that, then the legislators create policies

that effect [too little] change . . . because they don’t see it as being

about their constituencies. What resulted was that we had to

bring in a white lady to testify. . . . We had to take someone from

their local area and from the suburban area and get them to tell

their story, and then we reinforced it with data.

WORKING WITH THE PUBLIC SECTOR

Community-building efforts have come of age at a time when ideas

about government responsibility for developing, testing, and replicat-

ing model programs are changing. People can no longer assume that
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“The way we organize

sometimes can be self-

defeating if we lose the

importance of educating

and giving the proper

information to our con-

stituencies so they become

knowledgeable. . . . We

shouldn’t just try to turn

them out on buses, we

should make sure they

understand more.”

—Resident



the public sector will provide money for successful approaches. Noted

a practitioner:

We need a more deliberate and fact-based strategy for engaging

the public sector, from the beginning. We should not just have a

presumption that the public sector will take over. . . . We used

to believe that the ‘model and transfer’ thing worked, but it 

doesn’t. It is pretty hard to find an example of where that actu-

ally happened.

At the same time, many practitioners and funders suggest that

initiatives have not been resourceful enough in pursuing public

money. “If the money being spent by public service agencies could be

redirected, there’d be enough money to do everything we’re trying to

do at the neighborhood level,” says the director of an intermediary

organization. “That is where long-term sustainability exists—in redi-

recting the streams of funding.”

Public officials say that government wants to join with private

and nonprofit supporters of communities, and that the timing is ripe.

As one former federal official described,

There’s a whole range of government trends that are coming

together to give communities and CCI types of interventions

prominence. There’s the search for efficiency in things like serv-

ice integration. Then there’s devolution, where the feds were told

that the states know better, and state were told that the local

government knows better, and local government is told that

communities know better. And so all of this seems to me to be

coming together and giving communities a chance to play with

government in a different way.

The challenge is to figure out how to make the relationship work

effectively, in part because the relationship between community-

building initiatives and government is a tricky one—part collabora-

tion, part supplication, and part a quest for reform. Experienced par-

ticipants in publicly funded community building offer the following

observations as guidance.
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Community organizations need a better sense of the public
funding streams that come into their neighborhoods.

Very few community-level actors have a clear sense of the amount and

types of government money that flows into their neighborhoods. As

one person noted,

You have to know how to do an inventory and count the money

coming into the neighborhood or develop an alliance with some-

body to help you do it. We have a strategic agenda for the

$300,000 in foundation grant money but there’s maybe $10 mil-

lion in public money that we can’t even count. We need to find

out how much money is coming in in welfare, in police, fire,

education, and so on.

Getting a full picture of funding streams is a first step in under-

standing where the opportunities for increases or changes are likely to

be. But practitioners say it is very difficult to get the information,

because each funding stream is organized and directed differently.

“It’s not just apples and oranges, it’s a whole fruit salad,” said one

practitioner. Representatives of community organizations further

suggest that government workers have little incentive to disclose the

information, because it would give outsiders tools for negotiating and

pressuring the system. Said one,

In my city, which is pretty small, there’s about $25 million in

Community Development Block Grant funds, and probably less

than 10 percent are really spent on ways to impact neighbor-

hoods. If you spend any time at city hall, you become amazed at

how poorly those dollars are spent and how they get spent in

ways that don’t get to the neighborhoods. So you’ve really got to

know what’s there and how to access it.

Nonetheless, financial experts have helped people in some com-

munities put information into the hands of residents so they could hold

the public sector accountable for investments. In one neighborhood,

a CCI convened 20 residents for a year-long process of assessing orga-

nizational effectiveness, using a standard set of questions and a frame-

work for analyzing responses. That process produced an informed

watchdog group that could exert pressure when organizations outside
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the neighborhood, such as the community college or health depart-

ment, failed to meet community needs.

Using financial information to enforce accountability is especially

important in low-income communities that receive substantial gov-

ernment resources “on behalf of the community” without formal

accountability requirements.

Engaging effectively with the public sector means looking
beyond financing to broad policy issues that affect poor 
communities. 

Many public policies that have a significant impact on neighbor-

hood circumstances seem distant to people who are working to

change communities, but in fact community members can engage

local policymaking institutions—including workforce investment

boards, economic development authorities, business improvement

districts, school boards, and transportation authorities—around a

variety of issues.

Community groups might target specific agencies, such as a police

department’s “stop and frisk” policies, which affect communities of

color much more than other neighborhoods. Or they might analyze a

variety of public policies and practices that add up to a “report card”

for the local government, as one former public official suggested:

Are they looking at their purchasing power? Are they looking at

who they are and where they live? Are they looking at where they

invest their cash reserves? Is the local government using its rela-

tionship with the cable TV company to address the digital

divide? There’s a whole host of things that could be itemized

clearly enough that CCIs could have a much richer conversation

with local government. All we’ve ever asked them for is a little

piece of Community Development Block Grant money. We’ve

never thought about any of those other things.

Even extremely specific policies offer opportunities to exert com-

munity pressure. For example, when a city council considers granting

a tax abatement to a company, community participants might nego-

tiate to make livable wages or hiring agreements a precondition.
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Local government should figure much more prominently in
community-change initiatives.

The former government officials interviewed for this book expressed

surprise that CCIs had not developed better methods for working

with local government. “Local government has an inevitable role in

local change enterprises. It may be a target for action or a full leader

in community level work, but it is never irrelevant,” one stated. Local

government not only is the source of much public money, it also has

broader powers and responsibilities that affect communities. It is the

maker, interpreter, or enforcer of rules governing how federal and

state programs are implemented, from decentralization mandates to

local purchasing policies to the blending of funding streams. Local

government also is an information conduit between communities and

outside entities.

Although the involvement of top city officials often boosts com-
munity change initiatives, it does not always translate into
long-term change. Political rivalries, turnover in leadership,
and bureaucracy can disrupt the community-building process.

Mayors and other city officials have taken active roles in neighbor-

hood revitalization, bringing resources, legitimacy, and visibility. But

these political connections are not without risk. Constituencies can

become alienated, newly elected officials frequently abandon their

predecessors’ projects, and deeply embedded bureaucratic interests

may block action.

Moreover, the senior administrators who support community

building are not the people charged with carrying out public policies

on the ground. “We discovered that getting the policy right wasn’t

enough,” recalled one public official. “So we set up a middle manage-

ment training system to be able to sustain the initiatives on the 

execution side. . . . If you focus just on the state capital then you miss

the people who do the transactions.”

WORKING WITH THE PRIVATE SECTOR

Distressed communities need the deep pockets of the private sector 

to help them achieve their ambitious goals for community change.

But private-sector connections are an unmined resource for most
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community-change initiatives. As a longtime practitioner observed,

“[People] look to the government, nonprofits, or the community for

resources. They have got to get unsentimental about who does what

and stop being naïve about how the economy works.” Community-

change ventures that have used or considered private-sector resources

offer the following observations.

The greatest challenge is to connect with mainstream capital
markets in ways that do not disrupt the community. 

For several years, people have discussed the advantages of investing in

inner-city neighborhoods. With their access to transportation, physi-

cal infrastructure, and historic appeal, poor inner-city neighborhoods

can be attractive investment sites. Thus corporations that are unlikely

to give money for nonprofit activities might find reasons for more

intensive investments in poor communities. In the words of an expe-

rienced technical assistance provider, “The fate of regions and low-

income communities is tied up with the new economy. At the com-

munity level, we need to find and reduce the hidden costs of doing

business so that we can get businesses to harness their resources to the

benefit of the community.”

Experience shows that there are risks with this strategy, however.

As a former public official noted,

I think many of us think that income diversification in a neigh-

borhood is a good thing. But obviously the unacceptable price

that you could end up paying is complete displacement of

the population; the very people you want to heal are driven

away. How do we accomplish [progress] in a way that doesn’t

hurt people? 

In some areas, it is possible to tap into private-sector resources

and still maintain community control over their use. As a community

development expert explained,

We’ve been doing our own financing with community develop-

ment organizations for over 20 years now. We’ve sometimes

done it quite well. But what we have now is a ‘capital connec-

tion’ problem. It’s not a capital ‘gap,’ it’s connecting to what’s out

there. There has been some infrastructure built but that’s where

the work needs to take place now. We have the track record of
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leveraging financing for communities but there’s a lot more that

could be done.

People who think creatively about funding community change
can find support from unconventional sources.

There are many sources of money that are not necessarily obvious to

community groups and other local engines of community change.

Some local organizations report success in obtaining private capital

for community trust funds, construction, and home mortgages. Some

use eminent domain authority to support affordable housing and

economic development. Private companies may also divert a portion

of the funds in their investment portfolios for social purposes. For

example, insurance companies interested in investing some portion of

their funds in safe securities have agreed to give up a few points on

their earnings to help with endowments of historically black colleges.

There have been examples of credit union groups encouraging main-

stream credit unions to put some of their money into an investment

pool and agreeing that a small proportion of the earnings will go to

communities. Community-building initiatives can also tap people

who have spent their careers in the corporate world for knowledge

about funding streams, innovative financing tools, and hidden 

market opportunities.

It isn’t easy to ensure corporate accountability to neighbor-
hoods, but some communities report successes.

Corporations receive many public subsidies and loans, and some

grassroots groups have drawn corporations into community-building

activities by holding them accountable for these privileges.

Approaches include campaigns for: livable wages and benefits, com-

munity hiring goals and agreements, job training and retention serv-

ices, improved local environmental standards, and retail services that

meet community needs.

But the battle is an uphill one. As one community planner reported,

In the poorest neighborhood in my city there are more than

10,000 jobs. And there are almost 50,000 jobs within walking

distance of the neighborhood. The problem is that the people

who live in the neighborhood are not connected to those jobs.

Sixty percent of the people who work in the factories and other
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businesses are from the suburbs and 35 percent live in other,

middle income neighborhoods in the city. The people in the local

neighborhoods—who are poor!—get only 5 percent of the jobs.

I don’t yet know why because we’ve just discovered this but we’re

going to find out what’s keeping the people in these neighbor-

hoods from accessing the jobs.

Some people fear that the moment to push for greater corporate

accountability peaked in the late 1990s when the labor market was

tight. “That would have been the time to negotiate over the quality of

jobs and the benefits and security that came with the jobs,” one ana-

lyst said. “We let them keep the agenda focused on ‘soft skills’ rather

than taking up questions like the composition of the work investment

boards which are still all corporate.”

Poor communities are losing out in the rapid transformations of
the private sector.

Corporations are going through many changes that have dramatic

effects on low-wage workers and low-income communities. They are

downsizing, increasing their numbers of contractors, cutting benefits,

and moving overseas. As an analyst explained,

One of the great paradoxes of modern advanced capitalism is

that there has been a separation of ownership from manage-

ment. The fact is that the corporation is much more concerned

about the stock price on any given day than in what’s going on

the local community. So, how can we put pressure on these com-

panies for investments in communities that they don’t even see?

It used to be that the local bank had an owner or managers who

had some link to the local community. But if the headquarters is

now in Germany, how do you get the bank to focus on your com-

munity’s needs? The fear of reprisals is pretty remote.

Globalization, revolutions in information technology, and shift-

ing demographics are all trends that are likely to benefit those with

access to power and influence at the expense of the poor and politi-

cally weak. Thus it is vitally important for low-income communities

and their supporters to understand how to reduce the negative conse-

quences of globalization and maximize the positive ones.
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RE-EXAMINING THE ASSUMPTIONS AND BIASES

EMBEDDED IN THE COMMUNITY-BUILDING APPROACH 

Although practitioners and funders of community building generally

have deep experience with the historical, structural, and racial con-

straints imposed on poor people by mainstream society, most have

limited their focus to the local neighborhood. They view it as both the

starting point and the fundamental core of community change. Why?

There are several possible explanations, all of which represent ongo-

ing tensions in the community-building arena.

Some observers defend the core assumptions behind recent
community-change efforts but say the political climate 
narrowed the range of possible strategies for change. 

The social justice and democracy movements of the 1960s and 1970s

were powerful forces behind the proliferation of CDCs and other

local change efforts of the time. In those years, political empower-

ment, grassroots participation, and institutional change emerged as

important local capacity issues. But the civil rights consciousness that

infused community revitalization theory and practice in the begin-

ning—especially the sense that chronic disadvantages for minority

groups were structural and institutional problems—lost ground to

the resurgent individualism of the “Reagan revival” during the 1980s.

Some observers believe that the resulting funding climate con-

strained the activities of change agents. Foundations, too, retreated

from “political” funding, and progressive values adopted a more com-

munitarian outlook. When it came time to translate the assumptions

into action, critics suggest, funders would not support fundamental

social change or tackle the really tough political and structural issues

of power, access, and race faced by poor communities. “If you push

that hard for real revolutionary change, the status quo will squash

you,” an evaluator said. Some practitioners now wonder whether

foundations can ever truly be in the vanguard of democratic social

change since they are, after all, the direct by-products of corporate

power and historical privilege.
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Community-change efforts have promoted collaboration across
racial and cultural lines but have not taken the lead in advocat-
ing for responses to the fact that all levels of the political econ-
omy sort Americans by race—institutionally, geographically,
and psychologically. 

Many residents and frontline practitioners describe the problems of

poor, inner-city communities in ways that reflect a structural analysis

of racism. These observers highlight assumptions, practices, and insti-

tutional behaviors that consistently give poor people of color too few

of society’s benefits and too many of society’s punishments. They rec-

ognize that entrenched white privilege and minority stereotyping 

in major institutions continually undermine individual and local

community gains, as revealed by the policies and practices of public

education, housing, employment, transportation, law enforcement,

and other social institutions. They suggest that attention to race nec-

essarily leads to a more externally oriented strategy for rectifying 

race-related disparities in urban outcomes, a strategy that addresses

institutional and systemic issues. This knowledge does not carry over

into the design of community-change ventures, however. As one com-

munity activist suggested:

Most initiatives to change things in neighborhood settings have

a good analysis of symptoms. But failure is more likely when

looking at symptoms rather than the root cause of problems,

which is white privilege and other structural advantages and

disadvantages. Many communities don’t have a chance to do

that analysis at the local level. Communities need to be able to

understand how certain forms of privilege—political, social, or

economic—are working in a particular place at a particular

point in time.

Many observers believe that the focus on developing broad
social relationships, networks, partnerships, and collaborations
in communities failed to address issues of social justice, which
are firmly rooted in policies and arrangements of power. 

Many participants in community change have operated under the

assumption that the work of reinforcing social connections could

rebuild the fabric of a community and lead to other broader positive



changes. Their work generally

focused on building trust and

understanding among stakehold-

ers, through collaboration and

consensus. While that dimension

of the work continues to be

important, there is some concern

that it underestimates the crucial

work of “politicizing” communi-

ties so they can tackle tough polit-

ical and policy issues. The result,

as one participant said, is that

communities “have been collabo-

rated to death and what do we

have to show for it? I don’t see

that much has changed on their side.”

Some analysts believe that the commitment to place-based ap-
proaches underestimated the dynamic nature of communities. 

Some critics say that community building treats people and commu-

nities as fixed and unchanging, while in reality communities are

dynamic. Most Americans move frequently, and most jobs are located

outside workers’ neighborhoods. Instead, they suggest, community-

change efforts should enable residents to choose where they live so

they can have better access to jobs. As the representative of an inter-

mediary organization said,

If we’re building community, for individuals in these neighbor-

hoods, a part of it may be about them leaving: the pattern of

upward mobility leading to moving to a better place. Why

should we expect the residents of low-income communities to

have different aspirations from those of us who work in these

communities and don’t live there?

;
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“Unless there’s a radical shift in

the unjust systems in our city,

what we do isn’t a drop in the

bucket. To put all our efforts into

community building takes the

fire out of efforts to push the

systems of justice. Community

building isn’t the solution to the

long-term injustice of the sys-

tems. It’s not enough. We siphon

off the fire in the belly into ‘just’

community building.”

—CDC Director



CCIs and other community-change efforts have engaged only

sporadically and superficially in efforts to make policies, power struc-

tures, and other influences outside their neighborhoods work on

behalf of poor communities. As this chapter suggests, however,

opportunities do exist to overcome, shape, or exploit those elements.

Change can happen if people think broadly, act more politically and

proactively than in the past, and form nontraditional alliances across

sectors. Those obligations should therefore be on every current agen-

da for comprehensive community building.
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he last decade of work by CCIs and related community-

change efforts suggest that these endeavors have considerable

potential but also significant limitations. Comprehensive

community initiatives have made great strides in identifying the many

moving parts that have to come together to achieve change and in

understanding the principles that should guide the work. But they

have underestimated how difficult it is to implement complex com-

munity-change strategies and to acquire the capacities and resources

needed to make them work effectively. They have also overestimated

what community-based initiatives can be expected to do in order to

overcome poverty in distressed neighborhoods.

Our conclusion may sound disheartening to some. It will disap-

point that part of each of us that hopes for a clear and easy solution

to the problems of persistent poverty and social injustice. The stake-

holders whose interviews and meetings shaped this book are not 

disheartened, however. They are ready to take on the next phase of

work and to apply the lessons they have learned in significant,

sustained ways. In the words of one longtime observer, “We have

conclusion

A Call to Action
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never had a full and faithful ‘test’ of the comprehensive community-

building approach. Maybe we’re finally ready.”

The ecology of community change described in this book has

four levels of action: by community residents; by community organi-

zations; by support organizations; and by broad institutional, policy,

or structural reform efforts. For social change to occur, participants at

each level must have the internal capacity to be effective in their own

domains of work and connections to actors at other levels that can

reinforce and maximize their work. Based on the experience of CCIs

and similar efforts over recent years, we can summarize the internal

capacities and external connections of each level as follows.

Among community residents, years of experience in education,

social services, employment, and other program areas have taught us

a great deal about how to provide individuals with the skills and 

supports they need to do well in life. Lessons about the roles that indi-

viduals play in community change are more recent and less formed.

We now understand that we need to improve individuals’ ability to

foster community change: they need to be brought into the work

more deliberately and they need to become skilled leaders. Moreover,

residents must connect with one another, as sources of social and

material support and as mobilized partners in community change.

The recent CCI experience has done well to identify leadership devel-

opment, social capital, and community mobilization as important

issues, but substantial progress remains to be made on improving how

we do each.

Among community institutions, we have learned that most local

organizations in poor communities are simply too weak to take on a

comprehensive community-building agenda at a level that has 

potential for significant change. Organizations need straightforward,

unglamorous capacity building within their staffs, boards, delivery

and management systems, and monitoring and evaluation procedures.

If community institutions are to participate in far-reaching com-

munity change, they need to align their efforts with each other and

with community members’ interests. Here, the CCI experience has

taught us a great deal about embarking on a community-wide vision

and plan, creating governance and collaboration structures, and being

responsive to all constituents on an ongoing basis. Although more
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work needs to be done, people have documented the lessons learned

thus far and are applying them more effectively in successive itera-

tions of community-change ventures.

Among providers of support, CCIs can count important successes.

Early community-change efforts relied on technical assistance from

external providers for such crucial activities as establishing and main-

taining commitment to a vision for change; communicating among

participants; collecting, analyzing, and presenting data; engaging in

strategic planning, outreach, and organizing; and developing man-

agement systems and staff capacity. Funders, evaluators, intermediary

organizations, independent consultants, and professional assistance

providers all took responsibility for these supportive roles at different

times in various initiatives.

Today, the structure of technical assistance is evolving away from

externally driven, elite, and highly professionalized operations toward

a strategy of helping people learn as they work. Evaluation designs are

moving toward more meaningful blends of process documentation

and outcomes tracking that can provide feedback to managers, con-

stituents, and sponsors. Funders have developed more flexible ways of

giving money, and they have assumed new roles and responsibilities

for implementing the work. These positive changes certainly aren’t as

pervasive as they could be, and there is still a long way to go. But, in

the context of CCIs, useful models for support have been tried,

assessed, analyzed, and modified.

As we move beyond an initiative-oriented framework and think

about community change more broadly, however, we need to think

differently about supporting change. Supports must be available to a

wider array of recipients and in ways that are more easily accessible.

In all likelihood, this will mean further modifying practices—for

example, by having funders provide more core support for capacity

building and organizational development, by having research institu-

tions partner directly with community organizations, and by devel-

oping technical expertise that links communities with innovative

public- and private-sector financing. It will also require reforms with-

in organizations that provide support so that they model the values

and principles that community building encourages in ground-level

institutions. And it may be necessary to develop new practices or
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institutions that can help participants in the change process share

information and discover new ways to use resources, structures, and

opportunities within and beyond the neighborhood.

It is at the level of engaging the policies and practices of external

resources that CCIs have fallen most short. It is possible that their

emphasis on “localism” steered them away from this type of work

from the outset, but other factors also came into play. For the most

part, poor communities are not well-situated to take the lead in build-

ing coalitions across neighborhoods and constituencies, an activity

that requires significant effort and resources. Many people caution

against placing too much responsibility for this work on the backs of

community institutions. At the same time, we must keep in mind the

inherent limitations of community-level work. Without sophisticated

strategies for using structural, institutional, policy, and social levers

for change, the work of CCIs will be merely palliative rather than

transformative.

The question of how to strengthen this fourth level of action lies

beyond the reach of community-change efforts. The goal of creating

connections between communities and actors in the policy, research,

and social action arena should be on everyone’s agenda, however.

Much of the national reform work that has important salience to dis-

tressed communities—from civil rights to trade policy—has operated

without strong community-level engagement in recent years. There

are some important exceptions (around regionalism or early child

education, for example) that offer models for action and hope. But

this work must be central to future action on the part of all of the 

participants in the ecology of change.

The next step is not to simply do more but to do the work 

better—to think more broadly and strategically, to chart better path-

ways through the conditions within and around poor communities,

and to be sure that we embed learning opportunities as we go. Armed

with a good understanding of ecology of community change and the

strengths and weaknesses at each of its levels, we can begin to move

beyond the limits of current community-change projects, programs,

and initiatives.

;
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